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For unbeatable deals online!
24 hr shopping
7 days a week
Over 12,000
Items in stock
OR TALK TO US DIRECT HOTLINE:

023 92 31 3090 Monday - Friday 9am - 5.30pm

BRAND
NEW!
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Yaesu FT-DX3000

Kenwood TS-990

Rugged 100W Output Power
HF/6m Transceiver
• TX Range: 160 - 6 meters
• RX Coverage: 30 kHz - 56 MHz
• Operating Modes: USB, LSB, CW, AM, FM
• New large colour TFT display panel

£2399
FT-950........HF/6m 100W + ATU/DSP Base ......£1264
FT-897D .....HF/VHF/UHF All Modes Portable ......£799
FT-857D .....HF/VHF/UHF All Modes Mobile ........£699
FT-450D .....HF/6m 100w Base/Portable .............£849
FT-817ND...Low Power All Mode Portable..........£549
FTM-350R ..Dualband VHVF/UHF Mobile ............£599
FT-8900......Quadband 2m/6m/10m/70Cms .......£385

Anytone

NEW

AT-588UV

Twinband VHF/UHF
Mobile FM Transceiver
• 145/433MHz (2m/70cms)
• Up to 50W adjustable
power output
• Full CTCSS/DCS

£229.95

Flagship HF/6m Transceiver
• Covers all Amateur Bands from 1.8-50MHz
• Dual TFT display panel with band scope
• Dedicated triple DSP's for main and
sub receivers
• Up to 200 Watts output

AT-5189

70MHz-4m Amateur band
• Covers 66-88MHz
• Output Power:
5/10/25W adjustable
• 250 memory channels

£6599.95
TS-590S .....100w HF/6m + ATU/DSP..Base.......£1199
TS-480SAT .100w HF/6m + ATU..Mobile ............£779
TS-480HX...200w HF/6m + ATU..Mobile ............£879
TH-D72E ....Twinband Handheld + APRS/GPS.....£429
MC90.........Deluxe Desktop Microphone.......£189.95
SP23 ..........External Loudspeaker ...................£69.95
YF107SN....Narrow 1.8kHz SSB Filter ...........£109.95

NEW

£149.95
AT-5555 Ver. 6

28MHz All mode Transceiver
• Up to 40W output

£149.95

www.nevadaradio.co.uk
UNIT 1 FITZHERBERT SPUR FARLINGTON PORTSMOUTH PO6 1TT PHONE

023 9231 3090
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Editorial
Martyn Phillips, G3RFX
For much of the month of February it was
quite cold here in the UK. Mind you, this
was nothing compared to what they have to
put up with in OH-land. Which is why
around this time many a Finn can be seen
zooming off to warmer climes on board
their national carrier (or ‘disappearing into
Finnair’, as it’s known locally...).

16: “As I scrabbled on the floor of Entebbe
airport last December to redistribute the
weight of my luggage to meet the totally
nonsensical requirements of a check-in
person, I began to doubt my sanity for the
first time! Why do I do this to myself? Why
not just take a few clothes, a couple of
books and my Internet dongle with me like
other people?” Sound familiar?

And there’s something of a Finnish theme to
this Digest, with Michael/G7VJR telling us
all about his visit to Radio Arcala and ‘the
world’s largest 160m antenna at OH8X’.
That kicks off on page 21. Mind-boggling
stuff, taking erectioneering (as it were...) to
new heights. Indeed on seeing photos of this
huge array of metal in the sky, even
President Neville was heard to comment,
“Clearly I need to enhance my antenna
system!” Elsewhere you’ll also find Martti/
OH2BH telling us all about the Finnish
weather itself. That’s in his ‘Handy worldwide temperature conversion table’ on page
20.

There again, on page 25 we hear all about
Micronesia and V63ZM. Bob Henderson,
G3ZEM/5B4AGN, was there. Amongst
other things, we find out how religion
initially thwarted his valiant attempts to get
on the air. We hear more about the dubious
delights of doing battle with the European
pile-ups... and more too about difficult
airline check-in staff of the Asian jobsworth
variety. “Yes,” he says, “my best charm
offensive got me from Larnaca to Manila
without even a hint of excess charges. But
charm doesn't work in Manila, at least not
my brand.”

Finnish, yes. Which is what some delightful
waiting folk from abroad often ask me in
many a UK restaurant these days when it
looks as if I’ve just about come to the end of
my meal. “Finnish?” “No, English!” I reply.

And that’s about it really, apart from our
usual regular features. Although... ah yes,
on page 28 we have that highly dedicated
contributor to the CDXC Reflector,
Laurie/G3UML, with a fascinating look at
‘The 25 Rarest’ – with P5, of course, still in
the No. 1 slot... down to FT#X, Kerguelen,
at No. 25. As Laurie says himself, it’s
basically about “the patterns which emerge
from the list.” Again, great stuff.

But enough of all this. What else have we
got? Well, on page 13 we find out about the
decidedly distant Campbell Island and
ZL9HR courtesy of John, VK3YP.
According to Wikipedia ‘the island holds
the distinction of being the most remote
location (on a significant piece of land)
from London, England, or Dublin, Ireland.’

Meanwhile here’s looking forward to seeing
many of you at our Annual Dinner over at
Wyboston on 16 March, when no doubt the
contents of this Digest will be the sole topic
of conversation (especially if you’ve gone
for the fish…).

On page 16 we then have a lengthy gander
at... well, Uganda. All this courtesy of Nick,
G3RWF/5X1NH, recently returned from his
“tenth visit to Uganda since November
2007. In total one year of my life.” So he
must like the place. Yes, as he says on page

73 Martyn, G3RFX
www.g3rfx.co.uk
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Chairman’s Chat
Chris Duckling, G3SVL

The ZL9HR DXpedition write-up appears
on page 13 of this edition of the Digest.
Despite delays due to rough seas, they made
close to 43,000 QSOs, with over a third of
those being uniques. Over 100 CDXC
members made more than 2 band slots and
the top 50 members made more than 5. The
team, drawn from 6 different nationalities,
included CDXC members John/9M6XRO
and Gene/K5GS. By all accounts a
successful
DXpedition
and
£500
sponsorship well spent by CDXC.

participants - most likely forget some of
their own expenses - and reminisce
whenever they meet up afterwards. I
guarantee at least one such DXpedition will
be dreamt up at every CDXC Dinner,
Summer Social and RSGB Convention – it
always is! Nearly all of these work out OK
and the same core of operators will work
together again. Occasionally there will be a
problem, but it will be dealt with privately
and you may never hear about it.
Now let us consider the larger DXpedition,
involving
boat
hire,
containers,
multinational teams of 10 or more – many
of whom will not meet until the
airport/dockside – with a budget in excess
of $200,000. For them it is a very different
situation. The first thing they need is some
form of organisation, with a hierarchy
where a few members make the decisions.
Consensus is too slow and too cumbersome
for this type of undertaking. Typical of these
organisations would be FSDXA, Cordell
(currently on Clipperton), Micro-Lite
Penguins and the DXpeditions led by
CDXC member Bob/K4UEE.

But in the weeks following their return a
very public battle has been played out that
has raised ugly questions around the topic of
financial fairness. It has caused some DX
foundations to change their conditions of
sponsorship and many others, I suspect, are
debating whether they should follow suite.
The issue resolves around the simple
question as to whether all funds raised and
donated for a DXpedition should be applied
solely to that DXpedition or whether it is
permissible for any surpluses to be carried
over for future DXpeditions.
CDXC's sponsorship wording links our
donation to the DXpedition in question and
a date range for that event, but makes no
specific demands on accounting or how the
organisers should deal with under- or
overspends. INDEXA have now stated that
no surpluses shall be carried over, requiring
all monies left over to be distributed among
the participants or the major sponsors. But
this in itself is not going to be straight
forward. Let's first think about the
organisation of a major DXpedition such as
theirs. It is a far cry from two or three
friends who all know each other, who
activate a rare-ish one. In this case they
probably own all of the equipment they
need, make all decisions by consensus, just
divide the bills by the number of

In theory we could apply the condition that
these major DXpeditions are a selfcontained expense, but let us suppose that in
their latest adventure they need some
hardware for a couple of experimental LF
RX antennas that none of the team owns or
wishes to own. They use money raised for
that DXpedition to purchase said equipment.
It becomes an asset, but who owns it? The
'organisation', the participants, the sponsors?
And what should you do afterwards – sell it
(if you can)? You can't distribute it in bits! I
think most would agree that it would be
reasonable to hold that as an asset and use it
for a future DXpedition, including offering
it on loan to other DXpeditioners. This
happens quite extensively. Quite a few
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DXpeditioning teams, such as FSDXA,
have built up an inventory of kit over many
years – Yagis, four-squares, alloy masts,
coax etc. that are used time and time again.
So are we just talking about cash? I think
not.

every last penny is handed back and no cash
or assets held over is too draconian.
The CDXC Committee is therefore
proposing that it adds a condition to future
sponsorship that requires the DXpedition to
state their approach to surpluses,
underspends and carry-overs. That way we
will not over-restrict organisers, but such
information will inform our decision to
fund, or otherwise, their efforts.

The critical issue here is intent. And this is
where CDXC differs slightly from the
statements that are out there right now.
When we sponsor, we expect the funds to be
applied to that DXpedition, but we also
accept that this is not perfect science and
that organisers must be allowed some
discretion. We also expect that the
participants (operators) are treated fairly and
equally. All participants should have a
signed agreement with the organisers which
defines their financial commitment and their
liability in terms of under- and overspends.
FSDXA calls this a Participant Agreement
and has used such an agreement since the
first DXpedition to the Spratlys in 1998.
There should be budget holders who feel,
and are, accountable to the participants and
the sponsors - from the major donors to
those who put a few dollars in a QSL card.
No one person should benefit personally
from the money raised. But to suggest that

Last Digest I wrote about an idea to have a
DXpedition operating training exercise. The
response was underwhelming and there was
nowhere near enough interest to warrant
taking this any further. I shame, but maybe
CDXC members were the wrong target
audience!
All of which leaves me little space to wish
everyone good luck in the LF Challenge and
to hope you make lots of band-slots with the
DXpeditions that are on in March and April,
many involving CDXC members, and to say
that as always Jenny and I look forward to
seeing many of you at the Annual Dinner on
16th March.
73 and good DX Chris, G3SVL

_____________________________________________________________________

President’s Patter
Neville Cheadle, G3NUG

Our marketing initiatives continue and we
expect our membership to reach 800 shortly.
The past year has been successful and the
drive to recruit UK stations who worked
T32C produced 66 new members. The
return from our mailshot was 12% - this is
very high.

from flyers sent with T32C QSL cards have
been very low.
It is now time for a further marketing drive.
These are essential for a club like CDXC for we either grow or we die. We need to
replace the members we sadly lose each
year and gain some more on top.

We also send out membership packs in
response to requests on our website. 102
packs have been sent out and 45 members
joined as a result. Generally, requests arise
when we send out press releases, but returns

The next drive is focussed on UK stations
spotted as DX on DX Summit. We
downloaded 30,000 spots for 2s, Gs and Ms
– these cover spots for about six months.
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Committee member Mark/G4AXX then did
some Excel wizardry and ranked the nonmembers by the number of spots received.
This resulted in 1,968 stations, although
there was a huge tail of busted calls. So do
not trust the cluster when logging a call!

Chris mentions in his CC, FSDXA has a
comprehensive
nine-page
Participant
Agreement (PA) that covers virtually all
matters that could be of concern to team
members
participating
in
major
DXpeditions. This PA covers many issues
such as currency variations (team members
pay in Sterling, but shipments are generally
dollar- or Euro-based) and over-runs in
costs, to name but a few. A solicitor is
reviewing the legal structure of FSDXA and
the wording of the PA as I write this. This is
quite an expensive exercise, but will be
beneficial
to
all
future
FSDXA
DXpeditioners.

Then we deleted the self-spotters - the top
two had around 400 spots. They are easy to
identify on DX Summit. But why do they
self-spot? This seems pointless to me. We
decided to mail out most of our stock of
back issues of the Digest – around 300 – so
these will go to those with 10 genuine spots
or more. Each member of the Committee is
currently looking up addresses for the mail
shot and for entry into CMIS.

When this work is complete I will ask the
FSDXA Board to consider whether the new
PA should be made available to
DXpeditioners generally. This release
would be subject, of course, to the usual
legal caveats ‘Use at your own risk’. It is
formulated under English law, so may not
be suitable for other regimes. This work is a
current priority for me and, when this is
complete, we will write to leaders of the
major DXpeditioning teams.

Foundation licence
My son Duncan recently gained his
Foundation Licence and has the call
M6NUG. This took just two days of study
and a visit to his local club. He came to
operate my station a few weeks ago and I
asked him whether he knew how to work
‘split’. What’s that? he said. This started me
thinking. A Foundation licensee can go on
20m with a 100 ft tower and five-element
Yagi and running just 10W could cause
absolute chaos. In the ‘good old days’ many
of us were SWLs, CBers or operated CCF
stations on 5 MHz. However, this does not
seem to happen any more. Surely the
Foundation Licence qualification should
include some basic training on operating a
radio on the HF bands. Perhaps one of the
CDXC/RSGB members with responsibility
in this area could consider this issue.
Our
Guidelines
Leaders

to

Trish and I look forward to meeting many
members and their guests at the CDXC
Annual Dinner on Saturday, 16th March.
73

DXpedition

Following the ZL9HR debate it has become
clear that these guidelines need to be much
broader than originally envisaged. We do
support the DX Code of Conduct and the
DXpeditioners’ Code of Conduct, but these
codes are relatively narrow in their approach
since they deal with operational issues. As
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CDXC Annual Dinner 2013
Saturday, 16 March 2013, at 7.30pm, Wyboston Lakes, Bedfordshire

The CDXC 2013 Annual Dinner will be held at Wyboston Lakes, the venue that hosted us very
successfully for the last few years. We will have a private room and you will be entertained by
this year’s after-dinner speaker
Derek Cox, G3KHZ
who has kindly agreed to give us a talk entitled
Adventures in Papua New Guinea.
The Dinner itself is again at 7pm for 7:30. Tea and coffee will be available all day and the bar
will be open from noon until midnight. If you have any questions, please contact Tony, G4LDL,
at sec@CDXC.org.uk or by telephone on (01793) 525523.
_____________________________________________________________________

A Trio of CDXC Teams in AFS CW
Chris Duckling, G3SVL

It all started with a question from Mike,
G3WPH, on the CDXC Reflector a couple
of days before AFS CW 2013. Mike asked
if it was legitimate to enter ‘CDXC’ as a
Club in AFS and whether others might join
a team. In previous years I had entered
under ‘CDXC’ to promote awareness of the
Club, but I had been a team of one! I sent
off an e-mail to the RSGB Contest
Committee and they very quickly responded
positively. Indeed they allowed us to set a
8th place
17th place
89th place

CDXC SE
CDXC Wales & West
CDXC Devon

virtual meeting place that would allow us to
fit four members within a 50-mile radius
circle; apparently GMDX had done this in
previous years.
By now other members were wanting to
form CDXC teams and by judicious mapreading we were able to form three teams.
And we did very well – but I’ll let the
results speak for themselves:

8,560 pts (G3WPH, G3SVL, G3PSM, G3RWL)
7,290 pts (GW3SQX, G8DX, G3YBY, GW4BLE)
190 pts (G3WGN – with Murphy in the shack!)

Well done to everyone. It is not the intent of CDXC to entice members away from supporting
their local club, but if you are ‘clubless’, then perhaps we can make a few teams again next year.
And don’t forget that CQ and ARRL accept Chiltern DX Club as a valid club entry.
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New Members
CDXC offers a warm welcome to the following new members:
Call

Name

Location

2E0SSL

Graham Sawyer

Solihull

EA4EPY

Bruno Boglione

Madrid

F5VAI

Andy Martin

Anlhiac

G0EYR
G0KSC
G0SYP
G0WKH

Peter Robinson
Justin Johnson
Carsten Steinhoefel
Mike Thomas

Taunton
Canvey Island
Manchester
Broadstone

G3KMG
G3MAE
G3RKF

Dave Plumridge
Tony Wilson
Terry Roeves

Consett
Northallerton
Wilmslow

G4IDL
G4RRM

Tom Wade
Pete Walker

Mexborough
Crewe

G7TYH

Steve Furminger

Twickenham

GM4KGK
GM4SQM

Norman Munro
Dave Anderson

Isle of Lewis
Kilmarnock

GU4EON
GU4RUK

Mike Allisette
Alan Jefferys

St Peter Port
St Peter Port

IK1PMR
IK8VRQ

Andrea Panati
Angelo Marcone

Casale Monferrato
Naples

KØIR
K6GFJ

Ralph Fedor
Ross Forbes

Waite Park, MN
Los Altos, CA

KC2KKX

Peter Schiff

Larchmont, NY

MØYMJ

Paul Coppin

Canterbury

ON5MA

Nic Lambert

Elsegem

SM7ZDC

Lars Åström

Malmö

VE3IQ

Jim Dean

Ottawa

WB3CQM

Jim Seibel

Benton, PA
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AGM & Summer Social 2013
Time to get the diaries up to date and make a note that the CDXC AGM & Summer
Social will take place on Saturday, 20 July 2013, at the QTH of Neville, G3NUG.
Needless to say, it’s grateful thanks to Neville and Trish for agreeing to host this one
again.
Something I have noticed before is that we have a few members who are either no longer
able, or cannot face the drive to Neville’s QTH near Leominster, but would love to
attend. So can we encourage other (more able) members to seek out members with
difficulty either in their own area or on their route to Lower Withers Barns and see if they
can offer a lift? For any additional contact information please contact me.
Tony Bettley, G4LDL, Secretary

Wayne Mills, N7NG, named CQ Magazine DX Editor
Renowned DXer, DXpeditioner and contester Wayne Mills, N7NG, of Jackson,
Wyoming, has been named CQ magazine's DX Editor. Mills - a 1999 inductee into the
CQ DX Hall of Fame – succeeds Carl Smith, N4AA, who has stepped down after writing
the magazine's DX column for 13 years.
Licensed in 1953 at age 11, Wayne began DXing in 1956 and went on his first
DXpedition in 1985. He was part of the ZA1A team that reintroduced amateur radio to
Albania in 1991, and the inaugural operation from the newly independent Republic of
Kosovo in 2008. From 2000 to 2007, Wayne was manager of the ARRL's Membership
Services Department and worked on developing the Logbook of the World electronic
confirmation system.
Wayne also set several contesting records over the years, but says he considers himself
much more of a DXer than a contester.
"I am looking forward to working closely with Wayne," said CQ Editor Rich Moseson,
W2VU, "and to sharing with our readers his depth of knowledge and first-hand
experience with so many aspects of DXing. We at CQ also thank Carl for his many
contributions to the magazine and to all of amateur radio over the past 13 years. We wish
him all the best in the future."
"Following in Carl's footsteps will be difficult," noted Mills, "but going forward as the
new CQ DX column editor, I will attempt to discuss items of current interest such as
DXpedition funding, pile-up behavior and maybe the many aspects of remote control
DXing."
Mills will begin writing the CQ DX column as of the magazine's April 2013 issue.
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In the DX Window
Nigel Cawthorne, G3TXF
x

A Baltic cruise in February

x

The future of the SAC Contest

x

ES5TV’s huge 15m antenna array

x

Towards live online contest scoring

x

PSK Contesting – there’s a lot of it
about

then depart the ferry at the end of the
conference programme just before the ferry
sets sail from Stockholm on its journey back
to Helsinki.
Over the years several UK contesters have
enjoyed the CCF Cruise. Last year Don/
G3XTT and Lionel/G5LP were present
from the UK. This year the UK callsign list
included GØCKV, G3TXF and G5LP.

A Baltic cruise in February!
The future of the SAC Contest
The Baltic does not sound like the ideal
place to be cruising in February. But you’d
be wrong. For several years the Contest
Club of Finland (CCF) have organised a
weekend cruise for contesters and DXers on
the ferry that sails back and forth between
Helsinki and Stockholm. A pile of OH
contesters (as well as a handful of overseas
visitors) board the ferry at the terminal in
Helsinki. The ferry is fitted out with modern
conference facilities including meeting
rooms and a lecture theatre. The ferry
departs Helsinki on Friday afternoon. This
year prior to the departure of the ferry, a
World Contest Club Meeting (WCCM) was
organised by Seppo/OH1VR at which there
were a number of contest-related
presentations.

No gathering of OH and SM contesters
would be complete without a discussion
about the future of the long-running
Scandinavian Activity Contest. The SAC is
a ‘them and us’ contest where Scandinavia
works the rest of the world and the RoW
works Scandinavia. Currently the SAC is
held on two separate weekends (CW and
SSB). From the UK the SAC has always
been a popular contest. It’s easy to work
LA, SM, OH and OZ across the bands, and
traditionally the operating in SAC has been
pretty slick.
During the CCF cruise there was discussion
of the possible combining of the two
weekends into one and of changing the
format of the contest. Some argued that the
SAC was pretty boring if you are outside
Scandinavia. However, the idea of turning
the SAC into yet another everyone-workseveryone style contest did not appeal to
many. Currently the multipliers for nonScandinavian stations are the Scandinavian
prefixes (SM1, SM2 etc.) on each band.
Combining the SAC with a permanent noncontest award for working Scandinavian
prefixes across the bands might help to
increase interest in the contest. Not that
there is any shortage of interest. There is a
continued upward trend in the number of
logs being submitted for both the CW and
SSB legs of the SAC. The number of SAC

The ferry sails through the night from
Helsinki to Stockholm, making a short stop
at Mariehamn in the Åland Islands (OHØ)
on the way, arriving in Stockholm harbour
at around breakfast time. The main CCF
conference session runs all day on board.
While moored alongside in Stockholm, the
OHs who are already on board are joined by
20 or so SMs for the day. The lecture
programme includes many of the topics you
might expect for a gathering of highly
enthusiastic SM and OH contesters: big
antennas, the future of contesting and the
future of the ever-popular Scandinavian
Activity Contest (SAC). The visiting SMs
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logs received, which is currently over 1,000
for each mode, has more than doubled in the
past five years. In recent years contest log
robots have played a major role in making it
so much easier and more contester-friendly
to submit logs. You can immediately see
that your log has been received and often
you can already see your call within a
claimed score tabular listing.

makes for a lively results table during the
contest.
Although still relatively in its infancy, the
tracking of ‘live’ results online throughout
the contest is certain to catch on in future
years as the technology improves. Dmitry/
RW4WM’s cqcontest.ru is now used by
several major contest organisers, including
the live online competition between the
national teams in the Scandinavian Activity
Contest. It was also used to good effect by
the multinational team at M5E led by Olof/
GØCKV, operating Multi-2 with a major
antenna installation at a field-day style
location near Poldhu during the recent
ARRL CW Contest.

ES5TV’s huge 15m antenna array
There are always several Estonian DXers
who join the CCF cruise each year. Tonno/
ES5TV, Estonia’s top contester, is a regular
guest on the Baltic cruise. This year he gave
an interesting presentation on his recently
installed large array for 15m. The array
consists of eight 5-element Yagis, in a fourstack of two paired antennas on a rotatable
70m tower. Massive indeed.

PSK Contesting – there’s a lot of it
about!
Have you noticed the amount of contesting
on PSK, and particularly on PSK-63, that
has seemingly arrived from nowhere in
recent times? A quick peruse of the contest
calendars shows that there are numerous
new PSK contests popping up all over the
place. Believe it or not, there was a major
international Russian PSK contest running
on the same weekend as the ARRL CW
Contest.

Moonbounce is not something that springs
to mind when talking about the 15m band.
However, Tonno’s presentation included
recordings made when pointing his massive
15m array towards the moon close to the
horizon. The echo from the moon was
demonstrated as his CW callsign could be
clearly heard after its round trip to the moon
and back. You can find this interesting
demonstration of 15m moonbounce on
YouTube.

Most PSK contest QSOs zip along nicely on
PSK-63 (whereas PSK-31 is deadly dull for
contest QSOs). Meanwhile contest QSOs on
PSK-125 are mind-bogglingly fast.

Towards live online contest scoring
Dmitry/RW4WM travelled a long way to
join the CCF Baltic cruise. Living some
1,000km to the east of Moscow, Dmitry had
to travel by train for two days to reach the
ferry terminal in Helsinki. Dmitry runs the
cqcontest.ru online contest scoring website.
Contesters are able to track their progress
against other competitors live during the
event. This is in effect a constantly updated
‘results table’ showing your QSOs,
multipliers and score compared to others in
your category. Contesters can choose
whether they upload just their QSO totals or
whether they upload band-by-band totals.
Most upload full details of their log. This

Although at first sight PSK contesting may
somehow seem a bit weird to old timers
who have come to contesting through CW,
then Phone and possibly then RTTY.
However, if you take a look at the results
tables for international PSK contests you
notice many - what might be politely called
- ‘newer’ callsigns. Maybe, just maybe,
PSK operating and PSK contesting is an
attractive and friendly route into amateur
radio for younger and newer operators. If
so, bravo for PSK.
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Although most of the ferry ride to
Stockholm and back during the CCF Baltic
cruise is spent comfortably inside in the
warmth of the lecture theatre, the restaurant
and the bars on board, a quick walk around
the outside decks to look at the ice floes on

the sea water and to feel the bitter wind in
the sub-zero temperatures reminds CCF
visitors that yes, this is the Baltic and it is
February!
Nigel, G3TXF

Iceland to South Africa overland
In January 2013 Jon, TF3ZA, and a team of 15 adventurers set out to drive from
Reykjavik, Iceland, to Cape Town, South Africa in a heavy-duty ex-military 4×4 Bedford
MK truck. Their planned route through the African continent is approximately 20,000km
and they estimate it will take them six months to reach Cape Town.
They have been updating their website with news of their DXpedition. The operation is to
last for approximately six months from 20 DXCC entities in Africa. Jon is in the process
of obtaining licenses to operate from the following DXCC entities: CN2ZA, 5TØZA,
6W/TF3ZA, 3XYØZA, TU2ZA (pending), 9GØZA, 5V7ZA, TYØZA (pending), TJØZA
(pending), TRØZA (pending), TNØZA (pending), 9QØZA (pending), 9JØZA, Z2/TF3ZA,
A2ØZA and ZS/TF3ZA.
Activity will be active on 160 – 6m using CW and SSB. Suggested frequencies are CW:
1.824, 3.524, 7.024, 10.124, 18.074, 21.024, 24.894 and 28.024 kHz; SSB: 3.780, 7.080,
14.180, 18.140, 21.280, 24.940 and 28.480 kHz; 6m: 50.094 CW and 50.110 SSB.
The preferred QSL method is via LoTW. All logs will be uploaded to LoTW as soon as
possible. The use of Logbook of The World is strongly encouraged. It's free, easy to set up
and the fastest way to confirm your QSOs. An alternative QSL method is via OQRS. The
OQRS system will be embedded on the website AFTER the expedition in August 2013.
Direct QSL cards is the third option. Send your QSL card with a Self-Addressed Envelope
and sufficient return postage, 2 USD per 50g (IRCs will NOT be accepted) to:
Jón Ágúst Erlingsson, Álftamýri 14, 108 Reykjavík, Iceland.
Bureau cards should be sent via TF3ZA.
An online log search will be available on the webpage, as well as tracking the team and
their complete route.
The webpage is at www.dxacrossafrica.com.
There is also a Twitter page at http://twitter.com/DXAcrossAfrica.
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ZL9HR Campbell Island DXpedition 2012
John Chalkiarakis, VK3YP
The planning by the Hellenic Amateur
Radio Association of Australia for the
DXpedition to Campbell Island, New
Zealand (OC-037), scheduled for 28
November to 9 December 2012 began in
early 2012. ZL9 Campbell Island was last
activated in January 1999 as ZL9CI lead by
Ken Holdom/ZL2HU and Lee Jennings/
ZL2AL. ZL9 is currently ranked # 13 on the
DXpub most wanted survey (updated on 8
January 2013).

We were delighted to have David/EB7DX
as the QSL Manager and webmaster for
ZL9HR. David was most recently the QSL
Manager for the HARAOA VK9HR Lord
Howe Island operation in 2011. The first
major milestone was the approval of our
landing permit by the NZ Department of
Conservation in July 2012, followed by the
shipment of our all equipment in three large
containers via ocean freight to NZ, which all
arrived safely well ahead of schedule in
October 2012.

ZL9HR Team Leader Tommy Horozakis/
VK2IR (HARAOA President) and CoLeader
John
Chalkiarakis/VK3YP
(HARAOA Treasurer) began the long
process of organising the necessary callsign
licence, NZ Department of Conservation
and NZ Bureau of Meteorology permits, the
charter of the sailing vessel ‘Evohe’,
operating equipment, antennas and logistics.
This was extremely time-consuming, taking
many hundreds of hours of hard work
including the assistance of the HARAOA
club members with such activities as fund
raising for the purchase of the Kenwood TS590S radios and SPE Amplifiers and the
building of the shipping containers for the
transport of the equipment to New Zealand.
The long and careful planning and
preparation paid off with a smooth and
trouble-free operation.

The entire team flew into Invercargill/NZ,
arriving by Friday, 23 November, with the
NZ Department of Conversation (NZ DoC)
quarantine and briefing process being
conducted over the weekend on Saturday
and Sunday. The DoC required an
inspection and quarantine of all our
equipment and personal gear to insure that
no foreign seeds, plant matter, insects or
rodents were inadvertently carried to the
island and introduced into the recovering
eco-system. All gear was unpacked from the
shipping crates during the inspection
process. Individual containers, boxes, radio
cases and plastic tubs were opened for
inspection by the DoC staff and then, once
inspected, were re-packaged and sealed by
use of plastic tubs or large plastic bags.

The aim was to put together an international
team of operators - and thus a general invite
for operators was posted on the Internet.
The operators where accepted on a firstcome basis. While all the operators on ZL9
where very well skilled in radio operation, a
couple of the operators were not exactly
team players during the DXpedition and
would not follow the team leader’s
instructions. A lesson well learned and in
future we will conduct reference checks and
vet our operators more carefully.

There is a very good reason why this careful
quarantine process is necessary. In June
2001 a team of 19 people including pilots,
rat eradication experts and staff who had
spent several years working on the island,
headed south to Campbell Island. They took
with them everything they would need for
three months on the island, this being the
time estimated that it could take to get the
weather required to spread the rat bait. It
ended up being a relatively mild winter by
Campbell Island standards, and the drop
was completed in just less than one month,
with no injuries or major incidents. In total,
13

120 tonnes of cereal rat bait, containing the
anticoagulant toxin Brodifacoum, were
spread across the island using four
helicopters (three spreading bait and one
ferrying the bait up to selected loading
sites).

On the morning of 30 November, dropping
anchor at Perseverance Harbour, Campbell
Island, the MET station buildings at
Beeman Hill came into view. It was at this
point that we had finally arrived at
Campbell Island and all that was left to do
was set up and start operating. Not wasting
any time, we had a quick breakfast and the
first team was dispatched on the zodiac
inflatable boat along with the first of many
batches of equipment, safely landing on
Campbell Island. The crew of the ‘Evohe’
were an immense help in assisting us with
the set-up (and pack-up) of all the
equipment and antennas. Without the
‘Evohe’ crew’s valuable assistance we
would have spent fewer hours operating.

By the time the project was completed it had
involved DoC staff and contractors, the
Royal New Zealand Navy, the Royal New
Zealand Air Force, the Met Service, four
helicopter companies, two shipping
companies and numerous other people and
agencies who provided their time and
expertise at an approx. cost of $2 million
dollars to make Campbell Island rat-free. In
2005, after several checks including using
specially trained dogs, Campbell Island was
declared rat-free. This has been the largest
successful rat eradication conducted
worldwide.

The first couple of stations, along with
many antennas, were up and running by the
afternoon. The following day we set up the
remaining stations and antennas. Since we
had lost three days of operation with the
weather delays travelling to Campbell
Island, it was decided that we would not
setup the 40m Moxon and rely only on the
40m vertical (which worked very well) and
in addition the 6m station would not be set
up. We had a total of six stations comprising
3 SSB and 3 CW stations. There was 4
Kenwood TS-590S with 4 SPE 1K
amplifiers and 2 Elecraft K3s with Elecraft
KPA500 amplifiers. The 2 Electraft K3s and
one Kenwood TS-590S were used for the
CW stations. The SSB and CW operations
each had their designated location inside the
MET main building, with the SSB stations
located in the old recreation room of the
MET building, and the CW stations located
in the dining area of the kitchen. There was
a very nice pool table in the main recreation
room of the MET building, but
unfortunately the pool table cover was not
removed and not a single game was played
as we were all busy operating, eating or
sleeping. All of our equipment worked
flawlessly without any problems. Our
antennas all worked very well, with strong
performance all round. To counteract any
potential problems we had taken with us
spares of just about everything, including

On 26 November the team left for Campbell
Island from the port city of Bluff/NZ, which
is a 35-minute drive from Invercargill. The
25-metre-long expedition yacht ‘Evohe’ was
the vessel chartered for this trip. Prior to
leaving the wharf at Bluff, the ‘Evohe’
captain, Steven Kafka, was receiving the
latest updates of the weather and sea
conditions between Bluff and Campbell
Island.
It was determined that with
conditions of 80 km/h plus winds, and 9- to
11-metre-high seas, we would travel no
further than Stewart Island and weather the
storm in the safety of a large embayment
named Port Adventure. This was a very
wise decision by the captain of the ‘Evohe’
as any injuries sustained in attempting such
a rough voyage would have resulted in us
sailing back to Bluff and the DXpedition
being cancelled. After approximately two
and half days we were again sailing towards
Campbell Island. Captain Kafka warned us
that the seas were still very rough and that
we could expect a very bumpy ride while
sailing through the remnants of the major
storm. The swells were expected to be quite
severe, with the worst being 5 to 6 metres
high. It was a rough trip and a fair number
of buckets where used.
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two spare generators. Fortunately none of
the spares were required. After our first day
of operating the logs where uploaded via the
Inmarsat satellite terminal to our QSL
manager and placed on the ZL9HR and
Clublog websites. Understandably ZL9 is a
very rare activation and with this the DX
Code of Conduct seems to be ignored by
many. The behaviour in the pile-ups was not
the best, especially from EU - and hardly
surprisingly the JA operators with the North
American operators the best-behaved
overall.

during an 8-day operating period. All
QSLing for this DXpedition is via David/
EB7DX. This DXpedition to ZL9 Campbell
Island will most likely be the last, as the old
MET buildings contain asbestos and are
deteriorating - and with no tent operation
being allowed due to the many sea lions on
the island.
To all the ZL9HR team and most
importantly to the NZ Department of
Conservation, the captain and crew of the
‘Evohe’, corporate and DX foundation
sponsors and individual sponsors: we thank
you for your support of the HARAOA team
to deliver another successful DXpedition.
Stay tuned for another HARAOA
DXpedition soon.

The ZL9HR DXpedition team of Tommy/
VK2IR, John/VK3YP, Les/W2LK, Dave/
K3EL, Don/VE7DS, Glenn/KE4KY, John/
9M6XRO, Gene/K5GS, Pista/HA5AO and
Jacky/ZL3CW realised 42,922 contacts

_____________________________________________________________________

Direct QSL Receipts
Roger Western, G3SXW
We all know that the receipt of direct QSL
requests reaches a peak soon after the
DXpedition and then drops off quickly, but I
don’t recall seeing any data on this. So, for
the EL2A (November 2012) operation I kept
a diary of receipts, simply counting each
day the number of envelopes delivered by
Week

1
2
3
4
5
6

the postman and the number of OQRS
requests e-mailed to me by Club Log. Here
are the findings. They come as no surprise,
but may shed some light on things. Below
are the receipts week by week for envelopes
and OQRS separately, expressed as
cumulative percentages:

Envelopes

OQRS

Week

Envelopes

OQRS

25%
48%
60%
71%
80%
83%

23%
49%
71%
75%
81%
85%

7
8
9
10
11

86%
91%
96%
97%
100%

91%
93%
97%
99%
100%

In summary, one half were received within two weeks and three-quarters within the first month.
Receipts have almost stopped altogether after three months. Requests will keep arriving for
some years but only a tiny trickle. Of course, bureau requests are a separate issue.
It becomes clear, therefore, that there are no grounds for delaying LoTW upload by more than
two months, because by that time over 90% of direct requests have been received.
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Five Years in Uganda
Nick Henwood, G3RWF / 5X1NH

As I scrabbled on the floor of Entebbe
airport last December to redistribute the
weight of my luggage to meet the totally
nonsensical requirements of a check-in
person, I began to doubt my sanity for the
first time! Why do I do this to myself? Why
not just take a few clothes, a couple of
books and my Internet dongle with me like
other people?

myself. Using the well-known wire over a
fishing pole approach I did manage to get on
the air from Fort Portal, but lack of mains
electricity for my entire week there was a
distinct drawback. I also managed
accidentally to visit a border town suffering
an Ebola outbreak, which was terrifying at
the time. More significantly I was asked if I
would be willing to give some help at the
new Mountains of the Moon Community
University. On return to the UK I flew to
Aberdeen to meet the (volunteer) Vice
Chancellor-elect to talk through possibilities
and then went back to western Uganda for
an exploratory month in early 2008. This
time the K2 went too - but with the IC-7000
as a back-up.

I have just returned from my tenth visit to
Uganda since November 2007. In total one
year of my life. And ten periods on the air
as 5X1NH, as I have taken a complete
station with me on every trip. Nothing very
outstanding in that, but I may be able to
claim some sort of record as a most
persistent and repetitive portable DX
traveller. I have, of course, worked many
CDXC members in that time.

I stay at ‘The Lodge’ – a rather grandsounding name for a pretty average house.
Simply furnished, simply plumbed and with
a cockroach-infested kitchen. I have learned
how the other occupants (typically youngish volunteers) live – actually far less
civilised than I recall as a 19-year-old VSO
volunteer myself over 40 years ago in Sierra
Leone. Still, everyone to his or her own pile
of festering, unwashed pots and unmade
bed, I suppose. From my point of view there
are two very positive features of The Lodge.
It has a 20-ft water tower – which of course
is really an antenna tower. It sways a bit
when you climb up it and the welding looks
frail, but I have grown to love it and now
clamber to the top without the original
feelings of trepidation. It is quite simple to
lash a fishing pole to it and hang up a dipole
at about 40 ft. The Lodge’s other positive
feature is its location on a ridge, with a good
take-off in virtually every direction.
Power has always been a problem and
continues to be. There is no certainty about
availability, quantity or quality. There are
frequent and long power cuts, wildly
fluctuating voltages and at an unhelpfully
varying frequency (especially bad for

It all started in 2006 when I went to Kenya
for CQ WW and had two rigs, my laptop
and mobile phone all stolen during the
contest. I learned the hard way never to take
a supper break, no matter how short. With
an almost empty suitcase for my return
journey, I somewhat fell out of love with
Kenya as my fears about security in Nairobi
seemed to have been confirmed. A sad
moment, as we had lived there for two years
in the 1960s.
Thanks to help from Ted/5Z4NU I made
contact with Graham/5X1GS with a view to
going to Uganda the next year. Graham
showed what our European friends call ‘real
ham spirit’ – arranging my licence and also
offering use of his house, rig and beam. I
planned to spend some holiday time after
the contest, so I also took an IC-7000 and
various bits and pieces so I could go
portable from western Uganda, 300 km
from Kampala. In fact I had just built a K2
(therapy after the loss of my rigs) but felt it
would be risky to rely on a rig built by
16

laptops). On my first trip to The Lodge I had
use of an antique 4x4 which I could park
outside my bedroom window to gain access
to its weary battery – but it served when the
engine was running. Five years later there
has been a welcome reduction in the number
of disconnections (although still frequent),
but apparently at the cost of very poor
voltage stability. The Lodge once had a
solar system, but sadly that has succumbed
to total neglect. I have tried but failed to
revive it – for example, treating it to huge
quantities of de-mineralised water after I
pointed out that the batteries were supposed
to have liquid in them. Last year I found
myself in total gloom, lying on my bed
under the mosquito net with no light other
than a candle, eating a banana for supper.
Things have improved with my purchase of
a Kindle this year (now I can read while
lying on my bed…)

against lots of rules, but I couldn’t think
what else to do (to get back on the air, of
course!). No one ever came to reconnect.
I can’t do too much about Uganda’s ‘hydro’
power, but over the years I have tried
various antennas and rigs. Uganda is
approximately 4000 miles from the UK and
for the great majority of QSOs my
lightweight inverted V dipole, hauled up
and down on a halyard, has proved very
effective. I first made one in 2002 and have
tried to perfect it. The wire is very
lightweight, plastic covered and I have
never managed to break it. Insulators are
small curtain loops and the centre piece is
home-brew (ex-chopping board) with a
choke balun at the feed point. The terminal
posts on the centre piece make it possible to
use it for feeding other antennas (eg
verticals) if needed. I used to fold back a
significant amount of wire for each band to
make adjustments but I read somewhere that
there is an end effect when the wire is
plastic covered – and indeed there is. As far
as possible each section should be the exact
length you want. I do not take a separate
ATU (the K3 has one, which is rarely used),
but always take my MFJ 259B – essential
kit. To seasoned readers this may all sound
like beginners’ stuff, but I would just say
that attention to small details of weight and
design do make all the difference.

These power problems will not be new to
some of you, but they are difficult to resolve
for a single traveller, far from the bright
lights of a capital (where at least there are
lots of generators). I have explored hiring a
battery or two (just not possible). Purchase
would be possible, but a small car battery
costs more than £100 and I am just not that
generous. A small generator would be
good, but I have failed to source one. So I
plod on, riding out the power cuts – at least
I can now post power outage on the Internet.
On my 2012 trip I also suffered the
indignity of being disconnected, apparently
for non-payment of the bill. Of course that
had to happen when I was the sole occupant
of the house. I arrived back in a torrential
thunderstorm to find the company fuse on
the table with a fierce ‘Notice of
Disconnection’. This was serious – no
amateur radio and it also took some time to
find the bottle opener in the dark. After a
very quiet dark night I sorted the bill out the
next day (it had been paid already) and was
given
an
optimistic
‘Notice
of
Reconnection’. However, no one came and
after some hours I reconnected the supply
myself – having wrapped hands and feet
safely in rubber as insulation. I am sure it is

For feeder I originally used RG58 and Mini
8 – both are well able to handle enough
power. I now have some lighter 50 Ohm
feeder – Draha Conteq low-loss cable
(H155) and most recently Aircell 5. They
are very light as baggage and of course have
reduced drag on the mast. I make the first
length of coax feeding the inverted V dipole
about 10m long and tied to the mast at about
6m to reduce the weight it imposes. I have
had various halyards, but now use 1.5mm
Kevlar. A small well-made stainless steel
pulley helps get the antenna up the mast
(cheap pulleys jam and should be avoided).
I am able to raise a dipole for the 10-40m
bands in this way. For 80m to reduce the
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load on the fishing pole I first haul up the
40m dipole and then attach the extra length
to each side of the antenna. All this works
without problems and after a while it is
perfectly possible to change dipole band
links in the dark largely by feel and sound!
Antenna problems usually relate to the poorquality PL-259 plugs and connectors which
now abound. I take great care which ones I
use and waterproof them carefully. On a
long visit I overhaul the antenna(s)
completely after 4 weeks to check for water
ingress and because the sun tends to melt
taped joints. All simple points, but it pays
dividends.

closely on Alan/G3XAQ’s design - for
which many thanks. It had its first outing in
Sierra Leone in 2009.
In Uganda it has really done well and
keeping up the run rate has been easy. In
2012 I also decided to buy a 20-foot steel
pole to run alongside the water tower to
make beam turning easier – a good decision.
The pole was delivered on a small
motorbike ‘taxi’ – with a passenger holding
the pole vertically. I was on a second bike in
front showing the way. Traffic police are
virtually unknown in Fort Portal.
The other antenna item I now pack is 6 fourfoot sections of 1½-inch aluminium pole
with swaged joints. They fit into my
baggage and are well able to support my
Moxon (or a 6m beam). They can be easily
lashed to something else (a steel pole or
water tower) with some huge jubilee clips to
achieve greater height. I also have some
excellent and very cheap nylon baggage
straps to help with that task. The 15m
Moxon was at about 45 feet for CQ WW
CW in 2012.

After a couple of Commonwealth contests
in Uganda I decided that changing bands by
halyard should be minimised, so I made an
additional three band ‘nested’ dipole for 10,
15 and 20m with a single common feed. It
is shown on page 64 of ‘Successful Wire
Antennas’ (RSGB). It works almost as well
as a single band dipole and makes rapid
switching between bands possible. I have
also tried a vertical for 40m and 80m, but
have concluded that they are probably great
for the sea shore, but not in a smallish
garden behind a 10-foot-high hedge - even
with a perfect match and radials.

Finally Top Band, where sadly my hopes for
2012 came to naught as the rainy season
continued non-stop – making antenna
construction difficult and the static
horrendous. Next time perhaps, but the 26
operators staying in a luxury hotel near
Entebbe airport in February 2013 may
satisfy all Top Band cravings – I hope so.
Top Band (and 80 and 40m) are not a great
deal of fun near the Equator because of
thunderstorms and constant static.

In major contests you need to be heard well.
Because of the strength of other signals, it is
perfectly possible to sit in Africa near the
Equator and hear European and US contest
signals at S9, but be totally unable to start a
run – even when outside the contest you
know you would be buried by callers.
Antenna gain is critical and for that reason I
did CQ WW in 2007 and 2008 from
Kampala using 5X1GS’s beam, and used
the Kenya clubhouse Yagi in Nairobi in
2010 as 5Z1N. In 2009 I was in Sierra
Leone with the Voodudes.

As far as rigs are concerned, the robbery in
Nairobi in 2006 was a blessing in disguise.
It nudged me towards Elecraft. On my
second trip in 2008 my newly-built K2
worked excellently (until hit by lightning,
but that’s another story – and now mended).
When the K3 hit the streets there were over
two US dollars to the UK pound and so I
rashly bought two. Insurance from the
Nairobi theft helped. I thought having only
one set of menus to remember might help

In 2011 I decided that I could probably get a
lot of fun out of a single-band CQ WW
entry from Fort Portal - but only if I could
get a beam up. So in the past two years I
have used my home-brew 2-element Moxon
with elements for 10 and 15m. It is based
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my addled brain. I reserve one K3 for trips
abroad. It does not have a second receiver;
no real disadvantage except for low-band
work with two antennas. In 2012 unusually I
took my K3 with a second receiver, as I was
hoping for some Top Band action. My
travelling K3 now has well over 100K
QSOs on the clock without incident. I agree
with those who initially criticised K3 pileup performance, but it is now fine.
Reliability has been excellent and, hugely to
their credit, both the K3 and the KPA 500
are excellently protected against power
disasters. Despite always having surge
protection in Uganda, I have lost a PSU, two
mobile phone chargers and two laptop
chargers - but the K3 marches on. Well
done, Elecraft!

Some DXpeditions are also spreading bad
practice - occupying far too much band
space with huge splits and arrogantly
assuming that everyone else should stand
aside for them. The Internet is grossly overused - both for spotting and a whole sub-set
of messages telling others what to do or
making fatuous comments. This is amateur
radio – most people try to do their best;
learning by mistakes – and that doesn’t need
some armchair know-it-all providing a
running commentary.
The niggles continue (of course – consider
my age!). During my 2012 trip for a couple
of days I had someone pirating my call
while I was on the air on another band. In
CQ WW CW 2012 there was an Indian
Ocean station working split (in a contest!)
and causing complete chaos (and very loud
to me of course!).

I use a Winkeyer for contesting – not always
happy with the shape of the keying, but
reliable and of course it can be used as a
stand-alone keyer. My wonderful wife (who
sadly is no longer fit enough to come with
me) gave me a Begali Traveller key which
keys well, but regularly worries airport
security staff. For data I have found the
SignaLink USB unit is very effective. I am
not very enthusiastic about data modes, but
provide QSOs for others – more interesting
now I sometimes listen to music on an MP3
player while working a pile-up.

I have already mentioned the problem of
frequent low-band QRN near the Equator.
40m seems to have an above-average idiot
population. As an operator you slow down
and advise callers you have bad QRN. Do
they take any notice? You must be joking!
On SSB (used only a little) words literally
fail me. I am far from being an ace operator,
but I think I am reasonably competent – but
there seems little improvement and frankly
it really disappoints me.

I hesitate to comment about operating
standards over the past five years because
common sense suggests that being
optimistic about improvement should be the
right strategy. But frankly, although I
subscribe to the DX Code, I see precious
little improvement. I find continuous
calling, especially during European pileups, the most irritating phenomenon. It is so
tedious working through a pile-up but
ALWAYS having other callers transmitting.
Sadly that bad habit seems to be spreading
with US and Japanese operators also joining
in. But in a sense – why shouldn’t they? –
available role models suggest that is what
you do.

For all that, amateur radio remains a great
hobby and it is how I use my spare time
when I am not helping with the
development of the University. There is a
reasonable level of good-humoured intrigue
about my activities and I have been careful
to make sure it is known that I am fully
licensed, but without necessarily showing
the extent or value of my gear.
What do I like about western Uganda? Well,
I love the people – very friendly and of
course I now have lots of Ugandan friends
there – especially the Deputy Vice
Chancellor’s family and their triplets. The
weather is usually excellent – sunny days
(usually no more than about 28°C) with cool
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nights. There are rainy seasons – and late
2012 was unusually cool, very wet and
muddy. The scenery is stunning – the
Rwenzori Mountains rise up on the Congo
border and provide a wonderful backdrop to
Fort Portal. During my five years the
Internet has been transformed, so I Skype
home most evenings. It also means I can
upload LoTW and also read those irritating
posts (‘160m SSB now!’). Ugandan food is
fine but I can also buy a pizza in town and
beer is about 75p ($1) a bottle. Life can be
good!

make sure your laptop and mobile phone are
topped up if you want to work – and water
tends to go off at the same time, so you need
a reserve (and a plan for the WC). Fort
Portal feels insect-free, but I got overconfident, stupidly ignored advice and came
back to UK with malaria in 2011 – never
again! There are also quite regular small
earth tremors which sometimes rattle the
windows a bit – and sound like a train as
they roll past. Sadly there are no longer
trains in Uganda – just some disused track
and a few abandoned stations.

There are of course some challenges – but
not great and not worthy of mention
compared with those facing many
Ugandans. The University is on two sites 6
km apart and many roads are not brilliant. I
have walked far and learned to be a wary
motorbike taxi pillion passenger. Power
problems are irritating for amateur radio,
but also in other small ways. You need to

I am probably nearing the end of my
involvement, but it has been great fun and I
now have more 5X1NH QSOs than any
other callsign during the past (nearly) 50
years on the air. Doesn’t time fly. Rwanda
next.
Nick G3RWF/5X1NH

Handy world-wide temperature conversion table
(with thanks to Martti, OH2BH)
+15°C Spanish wear caps, gloves and winter coats, Finns are sunbathing
+10°C French desperately try to get their central heating on. Finns plant flowers.
+5°C
0°C

Italian cars won't start. Finns drive with convertibles.
Pure water freezes. Water in River Vantaa thickens a bit.

- 5°C

First people are found frozen in California. Finnish midsummer festival ends.

-10°C

Scottish turn the heat on in their houses. Finns start to use long-sleeve shirts.

-20°C

Swedes stay indoors. Finns are having last barbeque before winter.

-30°C

Half of the Greek people freeze to death. Finns start to dry their laundry indoors.

-50°C

Polar bears evacuate North Pole. Finnish army starts its winter training.

-70°C

Siberian people are moving to Moscow.

-273°C Absolute zero. Finns admit that it is quite cold outside.
-300°C Hell freezes over. Finland wins the football World Cup.
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Radio Arcala the world’s largest 160m antenna at OH8X
Michael Wells, G7VJR

Far north of Helsinki, close to the Russian
border and 40 miles from the nearest town,
you need to take an unmarked turn-off down
a snowy track to reach OH8X. As you
crunch through the snow in twilight at
minus 20°C, watching out for reindeer and
keeping the car pointing in the right
direction on the ice, it is an amazing sight
that greets you as you come around that last
corner and arrive at the world’s biggest
amateur radio beam.

propagation tools). The pleasure, of course,
was to join world-famous contesters at
OH8X for the CQ 160 contest, which is an
experience I will try and relay to you in a
moment.
Exploring the technology hub of Oulu
During our stay in northern Finland we were
grateful to make visits to several interesting
businesses in the area. Oulu is one of the
most remarkable technology ‘hot spots’ in
Scandinavia. Many radio innovations in
particular have their origins in Oulu. We
enjoyed a visit to the Centre for Wireless
Communications (CWC) at the University
(www.cwc.oulu.fi), and learned how they
have established a world-class research
body funded mainly by industrial sponsors.
We
saw
an
interesting
practical
demonstration of a ‘cognitive’ radio system,
which can make far more efficient use of
limited spectrum by co-operating with other
users. This reminded me strongly of radio
amateurs calling DX in a pile up!

The OH8X 160m Yagi is a 3-element
monster with 12.9dBi gain that stands over
100m high and weighs a staggering 40
tonnes. It occupies a site of around 29,000
square metres and was built from 450
meters of tower sections, which needed 600
litres of paint! The entire tower can be
rotated on a 11kW motorised bearing, alone
weighing in at two tonnes. Yet, this is an
amateur radio antenna.
Last year I became acquainted with a team
of Finnish radio amateurs who have
achieved world-wide successes under the
badge of ‘Radio Arcala’. Lead by
Martti/OH2BH, Juha/OH8NC and Veijo/
OH6KN, they have turned their hand to
extreme contesting, with a focus on
technical innovations and bringing in new
young hams to experience ham radio – and
at a level few can reach, as you can see from
the sheer scale of their antenna projects.

We also visited Elektrobit (co-founded by
our host, Juha/OH8NC in the 1980s). If you
have a high-end European car you may well
have a Satnav powered by Elektrobit.
Additionally, Elektrobit is a military
communications specialist with electronic
warfare and tactical communications
technologies
in
its
portfolio
(see
www.elektrobit.fi). Most interestingly,
Elektrobit has fostered a strong culture of
encouraging radio amateurs, and indeed in
the reception of the building you will find a
small radio shack with an FT-1000D, right
alongside examples of military products.
When did you last find a working ham
station at a company headquarters in the
UK?

Martti/OH2BH invited Olof/GØCKV and
myself to come to Finland and see the
station for ourselves. The purpose of our
visit was to be a mixture of business and
pleasure. The business matter was to attend
a strategy meeting with the Radio Arcala
team (we held a session to discuss the future
trends of technologies such as the DX
Summit, Reverse Beacon Network and
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Around Oulu there are many innovative new
start-ups with RF at their heart. One such
business is Kyynel, which was founded
recently by Toni, OH2UA, who presented
his business to us in person. For now, the
specifics of this business are top secret, but
you can imagine that a world-class contester
with a deep knowledge of the HF spectrum
and propagation might have something very
special in mind! I learned that the name
‘Kyynel’ is derived from a legendary
Finnish wartime valve transceiver, which
weighed under 2kg and was considered to
be a revolutionary design in portable HF
radios in the 1940s. See

(including hundreds of patch leads
connecting different beams through relays)
took a summer intern three weeks to
prepare. It is all on a scale I have never seen
before.
Inside the shack, there are two Yaesu FT5000 radios (highly regarded by DXers and
contesters for their excellent strong signal
handling capabilities) and two OM Power
amplifiers (built in a collaboration with
Radio Arcala; they are fully automatic so as
to be remote-controllable). There are touch
screens for turning every rotator, and for
selecting from every combination of
transmit and receive imaginable. For
example, you can transmit on the 160m
beam and then listen on the 160m four
square, or use the 8 different Beverage
directions for receive, but transmit on the
beam and four square simultaneously. Every
possibility is only a click away.

http://users.kymp.net/ilmakilta/kyynel.htm
During our meeting at Kyynel, Olof/
GØCKV, was able to share useful
experiences from his professional career at
Inmarsat, which were well-received by
Kyynel’s team. Watch out for this rising star
of Finnish RF engineering excellence.

The informatics for this one band are quite
involved, but by no means is OH8X only for
Top Band. The computer control system
also handles six other huge towers, most
over 60m high and some over 100m high,
laden with stacks of Yagis for every band up
to 28 MHz. Of particular note is the 4 x 6element Yagi stack for 14 MHz. That alone
is a world-class antenna which can place a
dominating signal anywhere on the globe.

Of course Radio Arcala itself is closely
affiliated with Oulu University, Nokia,
Elektrobit and Kyynel: many of the bonds
between amateur radio, telecomms,
engineering and education are exceptionally
strong in Finland. These short company
tours highlighted how each was in fact
connected through ham radio.
After our work on the future of ham radio
technology it was time to visit OH8X and
operate it in the CQ 160 contest.

I should also mention that the entire station
can be controlled remotely via the Internet.
Without a soul in sight, the power can be
switched on and the system comes to life. A
replica of the control interface is displayed
in a virtual-reality world, and a real FT5000 can be ganged to the operating table in
the cabin via the Internet, giving an almost
identical operating experience to being there
in person. It must be a shock to be standing
nearby as the beams begin to turn, cracking
the ice and snow. The extreme weather is
easily managed by the heavy duty
components (experience has shown that it’s
safe to control OH8X without being at the
site).

Introducing OH8X – 65 degrees north
After arriving at the station in the icy cold
you enter a beautiful Finnish cabin and the
warm. A quick tour is surprising; there is so
much outside on the towers at OH8X, yet
the shack seems unbelieveably tidy and
well-organised, occupying just one modest
room. In fact, the secret is that only the
radios and amplifiers are in the shack! All of
the coax (hard line) is brought into a
separate building housing the cabling and a
substantial workshop. All the switching gear
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So, how does it perform on the air?

conditions and a low noise floor). But luck
and perseverance can play its part too. The
aurora is not strictly blocking all directions
at all times, although OH8X is under its
spell a great deal of the time. When we
heard gaps in the aurora, signals were
generally 20dB over S9 in any direction
(with the beam being generally 1dB to 2dB
better than the 160m four square, should
you be wondering if the project to build the
beam was really worth it!). ZL and other
DX was heard at S9.

I’m afraid you are going to be disappointed
by what follows, but it’s an interesting tale!
There is a problem operating from this far
north, under the aurora or northern lights. At
these latitudes aurora is frequently in
evidence and strongly absorbs on the low
bands. On any given night there is a high
probability that signals will be extremely
attenuated. I will try and quantify this effect
for you by comparing transmit and receive
link budgets. A more advanced analysis
might be in order, but I have a simple
comparison to offer which I hope will put
the aurora into perspective.

When the aurora was in charge of the band
we could not even work DL stations. It is a
weird and frustrating experience to gaze out
at the biggest beam you have ever seen, and
not work Germany. The only viable way to
make the QSO is for the the noisy receiving
site at the far end to be improved: just one
S-unit less noise would make a tremendous
difference.

Firstly, on receive there is a very profound
benefit from the Arcala location. It is almost
entirely noise-free, being far away from
population centres and high-power lines. On
160m I measured the noise at around S1 to
S2 on the beam, and rarely more than S1 on
the beautifully constructed low-noise
Beverages. At home in Cambridge I have a
noise floor of S6 to S7 on my 160m ground
plane antenna. OH8X can hear a pin drop
compared to my underwhelming station.

These effects become less serious as you
move up to higher bands, but as this was the
CQ 160 contest I can report that we had
plenty of time on our hands to compare
received signals on different paths. I should
point out that OH8X is equipped with a
sauna – a good fall-back if the bands are
beyond use!

Bear in mind that one S-unit is a difference
of 6dB, so this means that the gap between
S1 (at OH8X) and S6 (at G7VJR) is an
extraordinary 30dB in received signal
strength. On transmit you may have seen the
problem already. Let’s say you were in ‘G’
at my station transmitting with 100W and
were heard at OH8X with strength S1
through the intense aurora. To make a QSO,
starting with the same base of 100W, OH8X
would need to add a further 30dB of power
to get above the S6 noise floor in the UK.
We’re talking about megawatts – and the
gain of the huge Yagi is already factored
into the link budget! The legal limit, which
is strictly observed at OH8X, is 1,500W.

Take a closer look
To see a video of the Radio Arcala site,
including the numerous beams and towers
you need look no further than
www.radioarcala.com. When you work
OH8X on the air you’re making a contact
with a station run selflessly to explore the
limits of our hobby – and on the low bands,
you might be working them through a
fleeting opening in the aurora, so don’t hang
about!
Visiting the Radio Arcala team was
inspiring, and OH8X is a masterpiece built
despite its nemesis, the aurora. I would like
to extend my thanks to Martti/OH2BH,
Juha/ OH8NC and Viejo/OH6KN for
allowing me to explore a new level of radio

So, when you hear an S1 signal at OH8X,
you spin the dial. Only signals of S7+ are
likely to be workable (maybe a little less if
the other station enjoys good receiving
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performance with their contest station, and
in particular to Toni/OH2UA, who helped
Olof and myself to operate the controls
without worrying about a thing. It was a

great pleasure to explore the technology and
the propagation and to share in the friendly,
creative culture of Finnish extreme
contesting with world-class radio amateurs.

Press Release, 4 January 2013
ACTIVE ELEMENTS

www.active-elements.org
Kelvin Marsh, MØAID, is bringing together resources for disabled radio amateurs in a
new website to be found at
www.active-elements.org
Working with Quentin, GW3BV, and Chris, G5VZ, Kelvin is publishing accessibility
evaluations of amateur radio equipment, spoken word manuals and audio demonstrations.
Kelvin says,
“Blind and partially sighted radio amateurs often use standard equipment that might
easily seem impossible to operate. They can be incredibly resourceful, but do need to be
informed about what's available. Amateurs with other disabilities also need to know if
equipment is accessible or whether adaptations are available to make it so. Active
Elements attempts to draw together experience and knowledge gained by disabled
operators from all over the world and make it available to anyone with an interest.”
Kelvin's team began work on the site during last autumn, building a range of evaluations,
reviews and recordings plus links to resources available on other sites. The site is fully
accessible and combines an attractive visual design with clear text, while also being
optimised for screen reader software like Window-Eyes or NVDA.
Development of the site continues and the formal launch of Active Elements was planned
for 1st March 2013.
If you would like more information on Active Elements or would like to arrange an
interview with Kelvin Marsh, please call Kelvin on +44(0)1823 412 087 or email
kelvin@qti.org.uk
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V63ZM
Bob Henderson, G3ZEM / 5B4AGN
My thanks to all the CDXC members who
worked me and my apologies for at times
not hearing so well. I get a kick out of
working G/5B stations on my travels, so I
do try to dig deep.

restaurant. I soon found the dinner menu to
be little more than a list of things which
were unavailable. I made do with a bowl of
what I can only describe as gloop soup. This
could be a long 10 days. Perhaps I could get
an earlier flight out?

However, while most things on Weno Island
[V6] are in short supply, sources of RF
interference are not. This, combined with
the delights of an EU pile-up, made
prolonged operation very fatiguing. The K3
has a good range of noise management
features, but none coped well with the
veritable cornucopia of crud presented. In
addition to the man-made interference,
static-charged rain was plentiful. This could
push the S-meter to S9+20 across all bands.
It rained every day and every night on
Weno. Not all day and all night fortunately,
apart from one 24-hour period in which it
did.

I spent the whole of the next day on the
antenna issue. Progress was slow. Finally I
found the problem. V6FM, a Christian
missionary radio station is based in the
hotel. The innocuous looking VHF halo
antenna on the roof was radiating 88.1 MHz
RF. This completely swamped the Youkits
analyser. Enquiries revealed that a pause in
operation
of
the
unmanned
FM
station was not an option. One must not
interfere with God's work. The easy way
having been ruled out, progress was going
to have to be made the hard way. I duly
rigged the HF9V for acceptable SWR on
80/30/20m, so at least got on the air during
my second night. Next day came the
torrential rain, which lasted for 24 hours. I
was advised against roof work for fear I
might be swept off due to high winds.
Hence another night of band-limited
operation. On the third day I managed to
arrange a power feed to the roof. I took the
K3 up there and completed set up of the
HF9V. Later that day the boat came in and
the restaurant menu came to life. No more
gloop soup and the sun even shone. I was up
and running, full strength at last.

I ran a K3, KPA500 and KAT500 combo to
a Butternut HF9V with add-on for 160m, all
located up on the hotel roof. I installed four
elevated radials for each band except 160m,
where I managed only two, dog-legged
around the roof. I was delayed in starting
activity due to problems setting up the
antenna. I had purchased a small Youkits
antenna analyser for the trip. With this I set
up the HF9V with ease on all bands while I
was at home in Cyprus. Alas, in Weno the
analyser showed Z=>300R and SWR >9:1
at all frequencies between 1 – 60 MHz. It
didn't matter what I did to the antenna, the
result was the same. I suspected the analyser
had failed, so I disconnected the antenna
and attached a random coax stub. This
checked out fine, so the analyser was
working. I next suspected a feeder
connection problem, but DC checks
suggested otherwise.

Having dallied briefly with 160m operation,
then abandoned it due to wind/rain detuning
problems, a light wind and no rain was
forecast for my final night, so I returned
briefly and announced to the band for the
hour before sunrise when strip-down would
begin. While no 160m QSOs were made
with G, I did manage several with stations
in European Russia and one with an OH. I
was pleased to work Nodir, EY8MM, and

By then I had lost the light, so I retired for
the day and set out for dinner in the hotel
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Igor, UA3CQ, both of whom had enquired
whether 160m might be possible.

celebrate, but thus - far with only a single
$40 excess - I count this as a win for oneman DXpeditioning.

I was sorry to read of the twin KPA500
failures
experienced
by
Jim
and
Phil at H44KW. This set-back must really
be very disappointing for them. I may
have just been lucky, but all of my
equipment worked flawlessly. The KPA500
trips if the SWR gets above 2:1, but resets
just fine. Likewise if I got too ambitious
with drive power level. I ran the amp at
600W out on all bands. I monitored PA
temperature for long periods, finding that on
CW it never exceeded 52°C and on RTTY
58°C. While I was aware of cooling fan
operation, it was never troublesome even
with the amp sat right in front of me. I
suspect it ran cooler at this power level than
a standard unit, as for logistical reasons I
had removed the power transformer housing
it instead in a separate PSU box.

Airport security is another dimension
entirely. Hand-carried radio equipment
appears to be something of a red flag for
these folks. I have lost count just how many
times my kit has been unpacked, swabbed,
X-rayed and re-packed. In the end this is no
problem, but it all takes time. My patience
control needs be set to overdrive. Manila
gets my vote as departure hell. When
departing for Guam my bags were
completely unpacked, repacked and cleared
no less than four times. I also endured four
frisk searches and my shoes were taken
away for inspection. I did at least manage to
retain my undergarments.
So far as pile-up behaviour is concerned
there were few surprises. US operators are
easily the best, followed quite closely by
JA. EU is way behind with every kind of
craziness at work. Most just don't seem to
grasp the concepts of efficient pile-up
behaviour. However, I am pleased to say
I have no complaints about the behaviour of
CDXC member callers.

I am travelling economy class (I'm a
cheapskate when it comes to air travel). I
have a 30kg checked luggage allowance and
7kg carry-on between Larnaca and Manila
and 23kg checked and 18kg carry-on
between Manila and Weno. My combined
luggage weight is >60kg. My best charm
offensive got me from Larnaca to Manila
without even a hint of excess charges.
Charm doesn't work in Manila, at least not
my brand. United tried to hit me for $200
per segment as my HF9V was 1.5 inches
over the combined dimensional allowance.
As I was about to fly four segments, this
was a non-starter. After protracted attempts
at negotiation, a stand-off was reached, with
United's rep saying,"It's policy, Sir." And
me, "Policy it may be, but I am not paying
$200 x 4 for a package out-sized by only 1.5
inches." I re-packed the HF9V, removing
the feeder from the box, instead squeezing it
into my suitcase along with my KPA500,
KAT500 sundry cables, connectors and
toothbrush. Having repacked, I paid a single
$40 second bag charge. From Guam to
Weno and back to Guam I managed to talk
my way out of any second bag
charges. I'm not home yet, so it's too early to

Just some of the things that make progress
working EU slower than it might be:
Those who send their call multiple times,
never listening between calls. Surely
everyone should know you send your call
and
only
your
call
just
once,
then listen to see if the DX responds. If the
DX neither responds to you nor anyone else,
you send your call once more before
listening again. You shouldn't listen long
between calls. Those who do are almost as
big a problem as those who call several
times without listening. I always try to
respond with full calls. I do this because
responding to partials fuels pile-up mayhem.
If I only get a partial I will listen for the call
to be sent again. If the sender waits half a
minute believing it to be good to do so, he
waits far too long. It is only necessary to
listen for a couple of seconds before
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repeating your call. Just long enough to be
sure the DX hasn't responded to someone
else.
Tail-enders. These folks obliterate the
station being worked in the time-frame
available for any call correction which may
be required. BAD BAD BAD.

Only joking, of course, but we would all
benefit from an injection of discipline and
common sense into the mire that is the
European pile. It occurs to me that if pile-up
behaviour were more on the US model,
those who DQRM may be less inclined to
do so. I suspect frustration is a prime driver
of bad behaviour.

I love it when I exchange with a slick pileup operator. Alas, these are very much a
minority in Europe.

73 and thanks again for your part in making
my trip fun. And it really has been great fun
despite a few negatives.

Me: V63ZM
Him: G9ZZZ
Me: G9ZZZ 5NN
Him: 5NN
Me: TU

Bob, 5B4AGN, KH2/G3ZEM, V63ZM

Perfect!
Rather than being disposed to making the
efficient exchange above, it seems many are
motivated with a feeling of "I have called in
this pile for an hour or two, so now I have
you I am going to hold you up a while." It
goes something like this:

We regret to record the passing
of the following CDXC
members
G4DBX
GW3JXN

Me: V63ZM
Him: G9ZZZ
Me: G9ZZZ 5NN
Him: V63ZM de G9ZZZ G9ZZZ G9ZZZ
Thank you UR 5NN 599 5NN 599 GL es 73
V63ZM de G9ZZZ
Me: TU (Grrrrrrr!)
This kind of guy doesn't seem to understand
that it is due to folks like him he had to wait
two hours for a QSO. BAD, BAD, BAD.
Why do some folks keep calling when they
clearly don't hear me? I guess they must be
the type who just love the sound of their
own voice.
Why are US operators mostly so good and
European operators mostly so bad?
Now that the EU have finished legislating
about the curvature of a banana, perhaps
they might legislate for pile-up behaviour.
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Leslie Stubbs
John Tindle

The 25 Rarest
Laurie Margolis, G3UML

DX Magazine’s Most Wanted Countries
survey is a good indicator of what leading
DXers worldwide need. Other surveys slice
and dice it more, but for the gold standard
(“Do I need this for an all-time new one?”)
this survey is the best.

I looked at the patterns that emerged from
the list. North Korea has a population of 23
million. Eritrea 6 million. Mount Athos
2,000. The rest probably not a thousand
between them.
Given the leadership of the USA in our
hobby, it seems to me remarkable that no
less than 7 of the entities are US-controlled,
and all except Navassa have KH (or the
A/N/W variant) prefixes – KH1-3-5-5K-7-9.
And KH4 can’t be far behind.

2012 Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

P5
KP1
3Y
FT#Z
VK0/H
FT#W
BS7H
VP8/S
ZS8M
FT#T
PY0S
KH5K
ZL9
KH5
SV/A
E3
BV9P
FT#E/J
VP8/G
KH3
KH9
CE0X
KH7K
KH1
FT#X

North Korea
Navassa Island
Bouvet Island
Amsterdam & St Paul
Heard Island
Crozet Island
Scarborough Reef
South Sandwich
Marion Island
Tromelin Island
St Peter & St Paul
Kingman Reef
Auckland & Campbell
Palmyra & Jarvis
Mount Athos
Eritrea
Pratas Island
Europa & Juan de Nova
South Georgia
Johnston Island
Wake Island
San Felix
Kure Island
Baker & Howland
Kerguelen

For those of us of a certain vintage, this
illustrates a major change in Pacific activity.
In my early days - late Fifties/Sixties - the
US Pacific islands, while rare, were always
active and often with big stations. KH1 was
then KB6 and was often active. What’s
more, for a time a KB6 contact, always with
Kanton Island, gave you double-bubble,
with an extra credit for the British Phoenix
Islands, then VR1, now T31/Central
Kiribati. I have QSLs from KB6DA and
VR1W, different countries, same guy in the
same chair at the same time!
Otherwise Johnston Atoll, then KJ6, was on
most of the time with KJ6BZ and KJ6CF.
KH5, formerly KP6, has always been very
tough, but KH7 was quite often active, and
KH4, then KM6, was always on with calls
like KM6DX and KM6BI. KH9, then KW6,
had a resident, KW6EJ, who seemed to be
around all the time. And all the islands,
apart from KH5, had military bases and so
had frequent operations by service people
posted there. Most used Collins gear and
good beams on big towers.

By the nature of these things, they are out of
date almost before they appear. Campbell
Island and St Peter & St Paul have been
activated recently and will drop off the list.
SV/A is active. It could be none of the rest
get on in 2013, since Heard will be in 2014
and Clipperton is not on the list. But it’s still
a useful snapshot.

These are all super-rare now. The run-down
in the US military in this region, plus the
increasing influence of the environmental
lobby, has dramatically reduced activity on
these islands. You can hardly move on Kure
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or Midway for fear of harming a bird.
Johnston Atoll is now used as a dump for
unused chemical weapons.

Baker/Howland, where local fishermen may
occasionally put down for a while.
Fifteen or 16 entities have no indigenous
population, but have either military,
government or meteorological people
stationed there. Marion Island and St Peter
& Paul Rocks are typical. I’ve never quite
understood why ZS8 is not done properly by
the ZSs – it now has a very comfortable and
modern work and living area.

On the other hand, the Commonwealth and
French Pacific territories were rarely heard
50 years ago. Samoa, Niue, the Cook
Islands South and North, Tokelau, Wallis,
Gilbert and Ellice (West Kiribati) were all
seldom activated and usually by simple lowpower stations. My first North Cook
contact, ZK1MA, was a local using 100W
and a dipole. Now most of those islands are
on either often, like the South Cooks, or at
least every two or three years.

Only 3 of the 25 are not islands – Mount
Athos (and what on earth makes that piece
of mainland Greece a separate entity?) –
Eritrea and North Korea.

Then there are the five French-controlled
entities, all with FT prefixes, all in the
Indian Ocean either near Antarctica or close
to Madagascar. It is strange that the French
DXers have rarely managed any decent
operations from places like Kerguelen,
Crozet, and Amsterdam. All have weather
or quasi-military installations, all are fairly
regularly visited, and yet sporadic
operations have always depended on there
being an amateur among the regular
staffing, and that person is never a
competent DX operator.

Eritrea was often active when it broke away
from Ethiopia. I remember reading travel
pieces about how pleasant and Italian-like
Asmara was. Now it’s an unstable and
dangerous place, penetrated by Islamic
fundamentalism and Al Qaeda, and would
pose serious difficulties even if a licence
were granted.
And then, or course, there’s North Korea. I
would be surprised if various groups aren’t
beavering away at this one. There’ve only
ever been two accepted operations – a
Finnish effort when they worked a few
mates, and P5/4L4FN, who made about
17,000 contacts over more than a year.

No doubt the French would argue that the
Brits have never managed serious
operations from South Georgia or South
Sandwich. South Georgia has a garrison and
is occasionally activated, usually for very
short periods and with modest equipment (I
was stunned to have a weak VP8 on South
Georgia come back to a CQ on 15 SSB a
while ago. He was there for just a few
hours). It’s also a difficult location, with
towering mountains overshadowing the
settlement. South Sandwich is very difficult,
and thus at # 8. There was once a helicopter
landing pad there, but the British destroyed
it in 1982.

When Edi came on I took a punt on a likely
e-mail address, got lucky, and found him
more than happy to make a sked (You have
to be a bit imaginative with simple antennas
sometimes!). For a couple of weeks I had
the pleasure of being the only G to have
worked P5. I then fixed skeds with a
number of Gs, all on 10m, which Edi kept
before getting flak from elsewhere for
favouring the UK!
I had the pleasure of having dinner with Edi
in Ankara, Turkey, some years ago. I was
on assignment for the BBC, met some
World Food Programme people, mentioned
his name and found he was also in Turkey. I
stunned him by calling him on his mobile. A
most engaging guy, he said he’d been in

As far as I can judge 5 of the rarest 25 are
uninhabited – Navassa (apart from the odd
drugs trafficker), Bouvet, Heard, South
Sandwich and Kingman. I’m not sure about
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Pyongyang for about three years before he
coaxed a very senior general into giving him
operating clearance. He eventually had a
beam and high power and a great signal on
10 and 15m SSB. He also did a bit on 20
RTTY. I don’t think he ever got on CW.

Although North Korea looks impenetrable,
it appears to be thawing slightly under the
Kim Jong-un regime. The Google boss has
just been there, and it’s a country that
desperately needs aid. I’m pretty confident
someone will find the right buttons to press
to unlock that one, maybe not with a full
FSDXA-type effort, but with something.

_____________________________________________________________________

G100RSGB in South Cumbria
Ivan Davies, G3IZD
As part of its centenary activities the RSGB
obtained the G1ØØRSGB callsign with the
intent of it being operated by clubs in all
regions of the United Kingdom - and
requested
that
clubs interested in
participating apply accordingly. My local
club, the Furness Amateur Radio Society,
(FARS), immediately forwarded its request
and we found that we had been allocated the
weekend of the 11 - 13 January, seeing as
Region 3 in the North West had been given
the month of January.

a large linear from G4BZP, a triband quad
rebuilt by MØMYK and a 160m delta loop
at the home of our Chairman, G8ALE,
which is actually a historic water mill. This
is often the FARS meeting place and also
the site of our frequent and successful
courses and licence examinations. We
would employ computer logging using the
DXped/SES facility within SD, combined
of course with headset and foot switch. We
had all the usual volunteers for operation,
most with some trepidation, regarding the
use of the computer.

The RSGB had created awards, generally
based on amateurs world-wide contacting as
many of the individual stations as possible
throughout the year. This indicated to me
that our operations would quickly generate a
pile-up situation. Indeed the RSGB advised
us that this would occur. FARS successfully
takes part in a number of national events
including
JOTA, Railways on the Air,
Lighthouse Weekend and SOS, the RNLI
Charity week, usually with a TS-570 and a
doublet. Having been a member of the
3B9C and 3B7C FSDXA DXpeditions I was
able to advise that this set-up would not
readily allow operators to control the pileup. Indeed few members had any experience
of this operating style on the HF bands .

The station was set up and tested, with good
signal reports obtained, and the loop, with
shortened feeder, found to tune on all the
bands. On the first morning I started off on
40 SSB and the expected pile-up soon
obtained with good QSO rates, with one or
two of the more experienced operators later
joining in and coping well. One young man,
Sam/MØSJJ, rapidly became notably adept
and, with the advantage of youth, it became
obvious that he was picking up calls in the
wall of sound significantly more readily
than the other, older members.
20m was found to be essentially unusable
due to extremely strong electrical noise,
probably from overhead power lines, so we
confined operating to 40 and 80m. At the
end of Day 1 we had a total of 889. The

Following discussion it was agreed that the
station would be comprised of my FT-2000,
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following morning I started up early on
30m and passed the 1,000 QSOs quite
quickly, even finding it necessary to work
split. Following which the SSB ops arrived
and activity continued during the day,
mostly on 40m. Conditions on the Saturday
were certainly less favourable than the
previous day, and despite some good run
rates the final total was only up to 1,428
with 528 QSOs. In the light of this it was
agreed to set a final target score of 2,000.
This again started slowly and by 1100 it
was still only 1,500. However, 20m then
appeared to be eminently usable, Sam was
looking eager and given the headset, and
with only a couple of quick breaks he had
hit the target at 1,620. For a complete new
comer this was a superb average score of
94.3 per hour, and for me puts him into the
league of other excellent SSB operators I
have seen at work. Apart from the high

scoring he also demonstrated complete
coolness in keeping control of the
frequency, superb ears in picking the calls
out and even berating the constant callers by
saying “QRX, QRX, QRX! Only the
xxx!”. This, by the way, was on the loop,
the quad having been taken down. Other
operators agree that he probably made
around 1,500 QSOs himself. The new target
of 2,500 was therefore set and with the rate
worryingly slowing with an hour or so left
we QSYd to 160m and attained the target
with some 30 minutes to spare, using a mix
of SSB and CW.
The Furness ARS also celbrates its
centenary this year (initially as the Barrow
and District Wireless Club) and with
probably the biggest station and largest
QSO total ever its members can feel very
satisfied at the result.

QSO Totals
20
589
0

SSB
CW

30
0
214

40
992
0

80
661
0

160
14
30

Total
2256
244

DX entities: 46. No. of QSOs: 2,500.

List of UK prefixes worked
2E
71

2I
3

2M
4

2W
7

G0
86

G1
16

G2
4

G3
74

G4
126

G6
23

G7
24

G8
23

GB
4

GD
1

GI
6

GJ
3

GM
37

GU
1

GW
17

M0
103

M1
16

M3
29

M5
3

M6
51

MC
1

MD
2

MI
7

MU
1

MM
21

MW
12

MX
1
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IOTA News
Update of data in IOTA Directory (2011 edition)
IOTA reference number issued
SA-096

LU

Chubut Province North group (Argentina)

Operations which have provided acceptable validation material
AF-094
AS-025

7T50I/P
Rachgoun Island (September/October 2012)
RA4HKM/0 Urup Island, Kuril Islands (October 2012 to May 2013)

NA-048
NA-054

C6AVA
C6AVA

North Bimini Island, Bimini Islands (January 2013)
Great Harbour Cay, Berry Islands (December 2012)

OC-034
OC-075

YB8XM/9
YB4IR/5

Irian Jaya Island (October 2012)
Batam Island, Riau Islands (January 2013)

SA-022
SA-096

L22D
LU6W

Gama Island (January 2013)
Escondida Island (January 2013)

This list can include operations where validation material was volunteered, ie not specifically
required for credit to be given. In all cases cards now submitted will be accepted by Checkpoints
if they meet normal standards. This means that the island name should be printed on the card.
Operations from which validation material is awaited
AF-097

7T50I/P

Agueli Island (September 2012)
Roger Balister, G3KMA, RSGB IOTA Manager
20 February 2013

_____________________________________________________________________
Chiltern DX Club - Aims and Objectives
To promote HF operating, to encourage excellence, particularly in DXing and contest operating, through
mutual assistance and by encouraging support of DXpeditions, the issue of achievement awards, or by
whatever other means is deemed to be appropriate.
Membership
Subscription

Digest

Website

Full details are available from the Secretary.
£18.00 for UK members, £24.00 for overseas members (US$48 or 40 Euros). New
members joining between 1 January and 30 June pay 50% of the annual subscription.
Subscriptions are due on 1 July of each year, and should be sent to the Treasurer.
Published six times per year. Articles for publication should be sent to the Editor by the
published deadline. Please note that views expressed in the Digest are not necessarily
those of the Editor or of the Committee.
http://www.cdxc.org.uk/
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The RTTY Column
Roger Cooke, G3LDI
BARTG Sprint 26-27 January 2013

I came back at 2300 and made about three
more QSOs on 40m and then moved to
80m, where I worked a load of EU stations.
I went to bed at midnight, and got up early
enough to do the chores, have breakfast and
get back in the shack by 0700. I worked a
few stations on 80m, including K4GMH (I
normally work Mike on all bands) and then
moved to 40m again, where my first QSO
was with P4ØYL. I felt quite humble when
we exchanged scores, my 219 for her 1,279!
I stayed there until 0800 and then moved to
20m. My first QSO was VK4IU, chuffed
with that, some EU stations and then my
first JA, a few more EU and then VK3FM.
This was followed by a load of EU and then
ZM2B, chuffed with that too! Lots of EU
followed until 0940 and I moved back up to
15m.

I was not going to do more than an hour or
so this year in the contest; so on the
Saturday I completed my domestic
engineering course in the morning, then
prepared lunch and set up the gear for
RTTY on ten metres. Whilst doing the
chores, I thought that as I was limiting my
operation time, I might put in a ten metre
only entry. I had not succeeded in getting
the forty metre beam up due to the weather,
so wasn’t that keen. Well, the road to hell
etc…. I had an early lunch and started on
time on ten metres. I had also decided to use
just the exciter at 80w so didn’t expect
much. However, ten was quite active, lots of
Russian and eastern Europeans so my
“hour” then stretched to two and a half
hours. I also worked a few USA stations.

Lots more EU followed and then a JA
followed by a DV and BD, more EU and
then a DS. Another JA and an HL followed
more EU - then a VK7, a JA, a 4S7 and a
VU. I then went to 10m at around 1100 and
worked FR5GS and ZS6WB, back to 15m
to finish off, where I worked FR5GS again
and also VK3FM.

I moved to 15m at about 1430 and started a
run trial. To my surprise that went well,
USA and Canada with some EU off the
beam when switched round. For 80W I was
doing OK, so then I stayed on until just
before 4 pm. I then had to go and get my
evening meal, feed the cat and light the fire.
(A woman’s work is never done you know
and I don’t have one of those!). I came back
again at 1830 and started off again, still on
15m. That band died at around 1900 so I
then moved to 20m. I was mostly S & P
here and worked some USA and Canadian
stations, but it was tough going and I had to
queue with my 80W! There were some big
signals on there.

So my 1 hour turned into around 11 hours in
the end. I enjoyed it and with a final score
of 415 QSOs with a few dupes, not a bad
effort. I know I shall never win any contest
like this as I could not put in the full time. I
am not that dedicated. I like my meals,
comfort and bed too much to try to work
through a 24-hour period. How anybody
could even contemplate doing 48 hours
alone, I cannot begin to imagine!

I then moved to 40m at 2000 and found a
clear frequency, very lucky for that band, so
I started to run again. I was doing pretty
well here with EU stations and took another
break at 2100 as I had to make up the fire,
feed the cat etc. Well, you know the score
by now…

The two YLs in the contest, Khrystyne
Keane, K1SFA, and Sue Cook, P4ØYL,
both had huge scores, so there must also be
an advantage on RTTY as well as SSB in
contests! Actually it’s a wonder that
Khrystyne worked me, because she showed
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an inordinate amount of patience when I
tried to sign up for LoTW with GB5ØATG
and G3LDI at the same time. I really tore
my hair out at that time, and I guess so did
she!

There has been a lot of banter on the RTTY
reflector about this just lately.
Check out the rules at
www.bartg.org.uk/hfrttycontest.asp

BARTG HF RTTY Contest 2013

BARTG Sprint75 Contests 2013

It seems as though it’s all contests at this
time of year. I noticed from a contest
calendar the other day that one weekend in
January had about six different contests, so I
am beginning to wonder if we are getting
too top-heavy with contests. Even everyday
operating is becoming more like a contest.
However, the BARTG HF is the next major
event. You should receive this in time for
this to still be news.

The BARTG HF contest is followed in
April, of course, by the 75 Baud Sprint. This
is somewhat tempered compared to the 48hour marathon above. This is much more
civilised! It’s four hours only, so no breaks
in this one!
It takes place on Sunday, 28 April, from
1700 to 2100 GMT
This time there are only two classes, SOE
and SOAB. The exchange for the Sprint is
serial number only and NO RST. It covers
all HF bands – not the WARC bands of
course - and the same rule applies to US
stations as above. Watch the log entry
again!

This time it’s the dreaded 48-hour
marathon! However, it’s only the Multi-op
stations that are allowed to operate for the
full 48 hours. Others are only allowed 30
hours with appropriate breaks, the length of
which shall be a minimum of three hours, so
some careful strategy is needed.

These short 75 Baud Sprints are becoming
more popular and it does require some
adjustments to the macros to make sure that
the number gets over. Please take this into
consideration. Don’t think that just because
you send the serial number only once you
are saving time. More than 50% will ask for
a repeat, which if again sent only once, will
cause another repeat. It’s best to send the
serial number three times the first time, plus
a call at the end so the person receiving
them knows he is supposed to hear it.

It goes from Saturday, 16 March, at 0200
GMT until 0200 GMT on 18 March
(Monday).
Unfortunately this always conflicts with the
CDXC Annual Dinner, so I shall miss the
Saturday anyway. It might be a good idea to
do a single-band 10m entry for me this time
and just operate on Sunday. There are
several different classes in this, so please do
read the rules and think about which section
you will be entering. The exchange for this
test is RST, serial number (THREE figures
please – NOT one) and the time. Look
carefully at the log submission too. If the
Chairman of BARTG (me) can get it wrong,
so can somebody else. Mind you, I am
claiming G3 exemption!

Check out the rules for this one at:
www.bartg.org.uk/documents/contests/sprin
t75/rules/BARTG-SPRINT75-Rules-April2013.pdf
New FSK generator from G4ZLP

Another point to note is that US stations
must use the correct call or suffix for area of
operation as this is used as a multiplier, eg
AB1CDE/6 if operating from California (if
you don’t like it, simple, don’t enter).

Neil Crook, G4ZLP, has been marketing
interfaces for a number of years and has just
produced a novel way of generating FSK.
The MFSK Pro4 allows you to transmit
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FSK RTTY at any baudrate, FSK RTTY in
5-bit baudot, 7- or 8-bit ASCII, in any
combination you like. All the standard FSK
RTTY speeds are supported, as is any userdefined baudrate.

commands to configure it through simple
software. Then you simply send characters
down the RS232 port that you want to be
transmitted (by FSK). The microprocessor
converts the incoming RS232 data stream
from the PC into the FSK switching signal.
The microprocessor can convert incoming
RS232 (at any serial transfer speed) into 5bit baudot, 7-bit ASCII, or 8-bit ASCII at a
baud rate anywhere between 10 – 600 baud.
The
user
tells
(configures)
the
microprocessor how to operate and the
microprocessor takes care of the rest. Any
baudrate is valid and the microprocessor
generates accurately timed FSK signals.

This interface module is designed to work in
conjunction with your own existing data
interface to add full FSK capability.
Although this interface has been developed
for use with the DigiMaster range of
interfaces, it will function with any interface
(if not using a DigiMaster interface you may
need to make your own suitable leads).
The interface does not need you to rely on
toggling DT (MMTTY/EXTFSK). It is not
limited by the characteristics of one’s
comport to several baud rates. The mFSK
interface is a microprocessor based FSK
generator. It is connected to the PC and
appears to Windows as a simple USB serial
interface. The microprocessor accepts

Look at Neil’s
information.

webpages

for

more

www.g4zlp.co.uk/unified/microFSK_Modul
e
73 de Roger, G3LDI

____________________________________________________________________

E-mails to the Editor
From WB3CQM

work. But for the first time I enjoyed
reading articles about DXing and the things
I am really interested in hearing. Sure, you
pick up titbits on DX World and so forth.
But the CDXC Digest is the best of the best
I have seen.
Thanks and 73

[to G3NUG]
[…] I have joined a couple of DX
organizations in the USA. I would have to
look for the paper work to see which ones. I
saw zero benefit in being a member of them.
Not complaining one bit, but I never
received any further information from those
big groups. So I have elected to choose
DXpeditions and donate to variouse groups
on my own with no set amount. I really got
more enjoyment out of that.

Jim, WB3CQM
A longer e-mail from WB3CQM
I received today in the mail the CDXC
Digest. First I want to thank you for an
incredible DXpediton to T32C. I will
say one reason I sent in funds to join CDXC
was due to you sending the CDXC Digest to
me, which I find to be one of the best DX
magazines I have read. Also, thank you for
the congratulations on my All Time New

I have been a member of ARRL off and on.
I really do not care for their magazine.
(sounds like I am whinging). Anyway, I can
honestly tell you the CDXC Digest is an
outstanding idea. I am sure it is a lot of extra
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Band Slot Record of 34 slots. I never
expected to make such a record number. My
goal at that time was to acheive Top 10
postion on the leader board in my Zone 5.
At the moment that desire to chase leader
boads has passed and I doubt I will
spend that amount of time listening to
acheieve that on future DXpeditions.

there were spots pleading for RTTY. I
forget what mode they were on, CW or
SSB. But they stopped operating and I went
hunting. When I found the PSK63 signal my
hands started to shake and they shook more
when the op came back to me. Now up to
40m and some guy was causing QRM
asking for PSK. Just bothering the heck out
of the op on RTTY. But I think RTTY was
poor or something and the op was not
getting many answers, so he went to PSK63
and I was the second or third guy to work
them. That gave me my new record and a
record I really do not care to break.

Using only 100W I find the best plan of
action is to move when the operator moves
and try and beat the pile-up if I can. Part of
Club Log of course is to be the first one to
work those band slots, even if you are tied
with a equal number of slots, the operator
that does it sooner gets the higher spot. I
would sit there for many hours just enjoying
T32C running the pile-ups. But if the
operator stopped, I would figure he was
changing mode or operator. I would start to
search for change of mode before T32C was
spotted. Or at least that was part of the plan.

New bands and new modes were made with
T32C. But the grand total is a lifelong
memory. The 160m CW/ RTTY / Phone /
PSK63 was an achievement I will never
forget. 100W and a T vertical and 65
radials. That made possible by TF4M’s
relentless efforts to help me become a better
operator and have better and more
enjoyment from ham radio. I had built my
first Beverage to the west and I would sit
there almost every day and listen to T32C
until I could not hear them any longer.
Some days I would clearly hear them work
stations two hours past my sunrise on 160m.
I really was enjoying my new toy, the 720ft Beverage antenna, which just happened
to be in a good way to T32C

It was made clear on eHam forums that no
one was going to beat the West Coast on the
main leader board. It was clear that they
dominated it from the start. I heard several
West Coast stations stop pile-ups, begging
for 80m SSB slots so they could stop losing
sleep. The reason was they wanted to be on
top of the leader board! Anyway, I thought
the T32C ops handled that well. What was
this? T32C on 10m FM. I had to learn how
to operate FM now. This was funny, it
started to change the leader board. Then it
all came apart for the West Coast when
T32C went to PSK mode. But wait: PSK63,
I never did that one. Not being much of a
PSK op anyway I quickly learned how to do
that. Frankly PSK63 was the most fun I had
in PSK pile-ups.

Ham Radio Unites the World.
My goal: work all 340 entities in CW at
least one band > DXCC 160m (which I now
have done, but need a few more cards) and
40 zones on 160m. Nothing more, nothing
less. I really am happy to work a new one
on ONE Band ONE mode, that being CW.

The last morning of operation I sat there
and listened to T32C on 160 CW. I think
they went to SSB, then silence. I started to
hunt for them. Where did they go? RTTY,
back to CW? I went to PSK and there he
was. I almost fell off my chair when I saw
them come back to me. By the way, I did
not spot them either on the Summit. Games
are over now. Now I went up to 80m. Wow,

T32C has helped me fill that gap and give
me a memory I will cherish forever.
Congratulations to Team T32C for your
DXpedtion records and for your outstanding
DXpedition.
73 and thank you for your kindness
Jim, WB3CQM
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CDXC LF Challenge 2013
It’s time to get your antennas ready and test your stations in preparation for the 2013 CDXC LF
Challenge. As in previous LF Challenges, the objective is to work as many DXCCs as you can
in the month of March. This year all logs must be uploaded to Club Log; no paper or e-mailed
logs will be accepted. In keeping with recent rules changes in large contests, uploads need to be
completed and the competition will be closed five days after the end of the Challenge period.
When

0001 GMT 1st March 2012 to 2359 GMT 31st March 2013

Where

160m, 80m and 40m only

Modes

Any within your licence

Power

Any within your licence

Eligibility

The LF Challenge is open to any licensed amateur worldwide, but only
fully paid-up members of the Chiltern DX Club (CDXC) are eligible to
receive awards.

Scoring

Each DXCC entity worked is counted once only, regardless of how many
bands or how many modes that entity is worked on. The object is to work
as many DXCC entities as possible.

Log entry

Via upload to Club Log and electing to enter the 2013 LF Challenge on the
Club Log website. Regular uploading of your log during the month is
encouraged – at least once per week is preferred - as this helps to drive the
Challenge and provides a spectator sport for all to see. E-mailed or paper
logs will NOT be accepted.

Log
Verification

No QSLs are required, but in the event of a dispute the CDXC Committee
may request a photocopy or print-out of applicants’ logs.

Closing date

In keeping with current large contest practice, all logs must be uploaded by
2359 on 5th April 2013

Trophies The Penallt Trophy, given in memory of Allan Phillips, GW0BIC, will be awarded
to the CDXC member with the highest number of DXCCs worked. The Tindle Cup will be
awarded to the runner-up. Trophies will be awarded at the CDXC AGM/Summer Social in
July 2013 and will be held for 1 year.
Salvers The top three placed entrants and the entrants with the highest score on each of the 3
bands will receive an engraved salver to keep. Salvers will be posted approximately two
months after the closing date.
th

th

Certificates Certificates of merit will be awarded to the entrants placed overall 4 to 10 .

Certificates will be e-mailed in .pdf format approximately two months after the closing date.
A hard copy certificate will be available on request.
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Not the GB2RS News
x
x
x

told, so if you are not getting across the
pond to be picked up by a machine - and
the EU wall (or the Circus, as I call it) is
glued to the Cluster - you can call till the
cows come home.” Sad days indeed.
________________________________

Simplifying English for our foreign
amateur friends
Blame it on the DX Cluster
The latest from Midsomer

It has been suggested that in order to make
life easier for foreign amateurs and to help
those with only a basic command of
English, in international on-air voice
communications all socalled strong verbs
should in future be conjugated as weak.

In common with many of the other local
inhabitants, radio amateurs are a dying
breed in picturesque, rural Midsomer, that
quintessentially English county notable for
its unusually high murder rate, at least
double that of London. As a result the
Midsomer Amateur Radio Society (MARS)
is offering a special award certificate for
working at least five of the remaining radio
amateurs in the county – before they too
succumb to their seemingly inevitable fate.

Weak verbs form the past tense by adding ed, -d, or -t to the present tense form (for
example, call, called and talk, talked).
Whereas strong verbs (or irregular verbs)
mostly form the past tense by changing the
vowel of the present tense form (for
example, give, gave and stick, stuck). Thus
the sentence

NEWS FOR THE SOUTH-EAST
This coming Tuesday evening the
Midsomer Amateur Radio Society (MARS)
meet up for a demonstration of morris
dancing by the Midsomer Mallow Morris
Men, assuming they are still alive this
coming Tuesday evening. Meanwhile the
Morris Men are once again urgently looking
for new blood to join their youth group,
Morris Minor.
________________________________

I saw that I got 59 from that Italian I
thought I spoke to on 20 SSB last night
would become
I seed that I getted 59 from that Italian I
thinked I speaked to on 20 SSB last night.
________________________________
The DX Cluster continues to come in for
considerable criticism in that it encourages
many people to no longer listen round the
bands under their own steam. Yes, until
somebody’s actually spotted you on the
Cluster it’s almost as if you don’t exist. This
has led to considerable frustration by many
an operator in otherwise vaguely desirable
on-air locations. As one of them put it
recently:

Solution to Prize Crossword 56
R
E
D
C
A
R
P
E
T

”I find it more and more difficult to generate
a pile-up these days. The main reason I
think is that no one listens. Everyone just
depends on the Cluster and if the W3LPL
robot does not spot you, it is anyone’s guess
how long you have to send CQs. Autospotting seems to be almost sinful, I am

Q
C
O
D
E
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O O S T
I N
S
R
R
R I V E H O M
E
A
N
C R O S S
A
U
A
R O T R A C T
U
E
C
O T S
A R T
F
F
I
U I S L I N G
T
I
G
T O
F T E N
E
C
O
A R P H O N E

S
P
E
L
L
B
O
U
N
D
I
S
I
S

T A
B
B
O
L T
S
R
J
O U
N
S K
M
C A
I
L

N C
A
A R
M
H E
L
L I
T
V E
E T
R
N I
A
I L

E S
E
O N
S
R E
M B
R
A U
S
C H
F
N I
R
L E

Digest Prize Crossword 57
1

2

3

by RFX
4

5

9

6

10

7

8

11

12

13

14
15

16
17

18

19

20

21

22
23

24
25
27
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The winner of Prize Crossword 56,
January 2013: Phil Smith, G4LWB,
Melton Mowbray.
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ACROSS

DOWN

1 Lancelot's talent for rounding the Horn, say? (10)
6 Desert leaders of Orange Brigade in Northern
Ireland (4)
9 Regret as far as CW's concerned (7)
10 Fair-weather pope? (7)
12 In ACAS acting as go-between there's little time
for reflecting (10)
13 Curious? That's the spirit! (3)
15 Sticks to first of Labour initiatives, normally
gospel in civil service (6)
16 Detailed, like board identifying pub visited by
journalist (8)
18 Characteristic of real Assam, say, by the sound of it
(8)
20 One who believes article first (6)
23 Cry of surprise Gretel regularly ignored (3)
24 A mince pie: about time somehow, which poor
waiter reveals (10)
26 Adam's ale, shilling off, prepared for walk in Spain
(7)
27 Land back in Dubai not Seoul (7)
28 God backing African port (4)
29 Strange parent sees monster of the deep (3,7)
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Port stopper (4)
Englishman's wages, we hear, in old city (7)
The pyromaniac's intense passion? (7,6)
Play song, getting little back (6)
Most sticky cake tits fancy (8)
Two cricket terms are too long (7)
Terrorise popular bloke I go out with (10)
Dog tongue given to me (7,6)
Apes and cats go bananas? These are to blame (10)
Strike resulting from second best piece of writing
(8)
Run heartless article on Parsifal, say (7)
Source of smoke that can cause strong emotion (7)
Capital in the olden days in Asia (6)
Stupid measure introduced by US attorney (4)

Deadline for entries: 20 April

Visalia 2013
DXers! Contesters! Don't miss our
64th
annual
International
DX
Convention, 19-21 April 2013 in
Visalia, California. Now at a new,
larger venue with more vendors, more
presentations and more fun!
Enjoy DXpedition presentations –
Technical sessions - Over 60 Vendor
exhibits - DX Academy - Contest
Academy - Ladies Tour - Golf
Tournament - Saturday Banquet Over $45,000 in raffle prizes - and
meet DXers who travel from around
the world to this premier DX event.
Early registration closes on 10 April.
Register today, and see who else is
coming at dxconvention.org.
______________________________

CDXC QSL card
The CDXC QSL card is available to
all members by direct order from
Hertfordshire Display PLC, 51 High
Street, Ware, Herts. SG12 9BA. Tel:
(01920) 461191, Fax: (01920)
463212 or www.hdprint.co.uk.
HD Print have asked if we can update
our order form to add a daytime
telephone number as this is needed
for verification of credit card details.
We have updated the form on our
website, but if you use an old form,
please add your daytime contact
number to avoid unnecessary
processing delays.
73 Dick, G4DJC
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([FOXVLYH5HVHOOHU
K3 Series Transceiver
• 160 - 6m (2m*) 100W (10W*)
• SSB CW AM FM
• RTTY PSK31
• Compact and Lightweight
* Options
:KHQ\RXEX\D.WKHMRXUQH\KDVRQO\MXVWEHJXQ<RXJHWDWRSSHUIRUPDQFHWUDQVFHLYHUWKDWLVEHFRPLQJWKH
IDYRXULWHIRU';SHGLWLRQVDQGFRQWHVWV,WKDVDSHUIRUPDQFHWKDWZRXOGFRVWPXFKPRUHZLWKVRPHRWKHUEUDQGV
DQG\RXDUHLQJRRGFRPSDQ\7KHGDWDPRGHVFDQEHUXQHQWLUHO\ZLWKRXWD3&<RXFDQDGGDFRPSOHWHO\
VHSDUDWHUHFHLYHUDQGJHWWKH33DQDGDSWRU$GGDQLQWHUQDO96:5$78DQGVLWLWEHVLGHWKH:3$
3OXVPRUHWRFRPH

K3/100-F Built K3/100-K Kit 

KPA500 Linear 500W 160-6m
$ZDWWVROLGVWDWHDPSWKDW¶VVRZHOOLQWHJUDWHG\RX¶OOWKLQNLWV
UHDGLQJ\RXUPLQG7KH.3$IHDWXUHVPFRYHUDJHLQVWDQW5)
EDVHGEDQGVZLWFKLQJZLWKDQ\UDGLRDOSKDQXPHULFVWDWXVGLVSOD\EULJKW
/('EDUJUDSKVDQGDUXJJHGEXLOWLQOLQHDUVXSSO\7KHDPS¶VPDQXDO
EDQGVZLWFKHVFDQDOVREHXVHGWRFKDQJHEDQGVRQWKH.$OVRWKH
.FDQHYHQVHOHFWSHUEDQGDPSOL¿HUGULYHOHYHOVDXWRPDWLFDOO\ZKHQWKHDPSLVSODFHGLQWRRSHUDWHPRGHVR
\RX¶OOUDUHO\QHHGWRDGMXVWSRZHURXWSXW%XWWKH.3$LVQRWMXVWOLPLWHGWRXVHZLWKWKH.±,WLVIXOO\FRPSDW
LEOHZLWKPRVWUDGLRV7KH.3$FRPHVZLWKD9$&EXLOWQ3687LPHIRUDFKDQJH

KPA500-F Built KPA500-K Kit 

KX3 All-Mode HF-6m 10W

- Internal wide-range antenna tuner (ATU) & battery options;
built-in speaker
- Advanced DSP provides dual watch, noise reduction, noise
blanking, auto-notch, stereo audio effects
- Software-defined radio (SDR) architecture plus roofing filters
(KXFL3) for excellent dynamic range
- Operates in data modes (PSK31/RTTY) with or without a PC;
includes RX I/Q soundcard outputs

KX3-F Built KX3-K Kit 
7KHUHYROXWLRQDU\(OHFUDIW.;SXWVWKHZRUOGLQWKHSDOPRI\RXUKDQG'HVSLWHLWVVPDOOVL]HLWFRYHUVDOODPD
WHXUEDQGVIURPPHWHUVRSHUDWHVLQDOOPRGHVDQGKDV'63EDVHGIHDWXUHVXVXDOO\IRXQGRQO\RQODUJHU
UDGLRV

KAT500 High Power ATU

7KH.$7KDVDZLGHPDWFKLQJUDQJHRIXSWR96:5\HWHDVLO\
KDQGOHV:$WORZHU96:5VLWZLOOKDQGOHN: RIIHUVDZD\DQ
WHQQDVHOHFWRU7KHSHUIHFWPDWFKIRUWKH.3$RU
DQ\WUDQVFHLYHURUOLQHDUZLWKLQWKH8.SRZHUUDWLQJ

KAT500-F Built 
KAT500-K Kit 
$3 3FKDUJHZLOOEHDGGHGWRWKHFRVWRIDOORUGHUV

ZZZZVSOFFRP
2UGHUOLQH
:DWHUV 6WDQWRQ6SD+RXVH0DLQ5RDG+RFNOH\(VVH[6646
: 6#-D\FHH:RRGVLGH:D\*OHQURWKHV)LIH.<')

Majestic
Our new flagship model
for real DXers

TS-990S
H F/5 0 MH z T RANS CE IV E R

receivers for simultaneous reception on two different bands
QDual

developed mixer that helps to achieve +40 dBm IP3
QNewly


1

with five types of newly developed 270 Hz–15 kHz roofing filter
QEquipped


2

DSPs installed in bandscope and main and sub receivers
QDedicated

Watts on HF/6M - Heavy-duty TX capability for prolonged operation
Q200

TFT display configuration allowing an intuitive grasp of conditions
QDual

1,2

Main RX only. 2 plus space for an optional filter

[ Other functions ] • Newly developed dividing PLL that divides high frequencies and achieves a high C/N ratio • Transceiver equipped with ±0.1 ppm TCXO, which
has a high degree of stability yet still conserves energy • Advanced AGC combining digital and analogue technology • Functions for eliminating various types
of interference and noise • Built-in automatic antenna tuner that enables high-speed operation • Twin cooling system that circulate sufficient airflow internally

Kenwood House Dwight Road Watford
Hertfordshire WD18 9EB, United Kingdom

*Alterations may be made without notice to improve the ratings or the design of the transceiver.
*The photographic and printing processes may cause the coloration of the transceiver to appear different from that of the actual transceiver.

www.kenwood-electronics.co.uk

www.yaesu.co.uk

FRIENDLY, HELPFUL ADVICE
OUR ORDER HOTLINE

0345 2300 599

Kenwood TS-990S
New Flagship Base Transceiver

JVC KENWOOD Corporation is proud to announce a state-of-theart Amateur transceiver scheduled for worldwide launch under
the Kenwood brand. Featuring a dual TFT display and dual
receiver, the TS-990S is a top-of-the-range flagship model in the
Kenwood Amateur radio line-up.

ML&S Price: £6,600 - order now!

Limited stock - on
demonstration in store now!

see www.hamradio.co.uk/ts990s
ACCESSORIES

AMATEUR
RADIO

COMMERCIAL /
PMR RADIO

Martin Lynch & Sons Ltd.
Outline House, 73 Guildford Street,
Chertsey, Surrey KT16 9AS
Web: www.hamradio.co.uk
E-mail: sales@hamradio.co.uk

AVIONICS

MARINE RADIO

RECEIVERS /
SCANNERS

OPENING HOURS
Monday to Friday: 9.00am to 5.30pm
Saturday: 9.30am to 4.30pm

Tel: 0345 2300 599
Int’. No: +44 345 2300 599

E&OE

ANTENNAS

FOLLOW US ON TWITTER

HamRadioUK

